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Foreword

The significance of sustainability is gathering momentum in a wide range of scientific contexts reaching from
health, food and climate change to energy issues. The
concept of ecological novelty has achieved a significant
status in debates over the earth’s future. How is this concept applied in various disciplines of science? How can
science contribute to solving problems that could prove
crucial to life on our planet? How can science, politics
and society interact to promote essential changes? And
is there a particular role for young scientists to play?
These and other questions were at the centre of a twoday symposium on “Socio-ecological Novelty – Frontiers
in Sustainability Research” jointly held in Berlin on 18
and 19 March 2013 by the South African Young Academy of Science, the Junge Akademie, the Global Young
Academy, the Academy of Science of South Africa and
the German National Academy of Sciences Leopoldina.
Most of the speakers at the symposium were members
or alumni of the three young academies.
The event was rounded off by the public panel discussion “Bridging Two Hemispheres – Policy Advice and
Sustainability Research in Germany and South Africa”
held at the Französische Friedrichstadtkirche in Berlin
on 19 March 2013. This conference proceedings report

contains a summary of the presentations and discussions amongst the young scientists during the symposium and panel discussion. Some articles are contributions by scientists from neither Germany nor South
Africa. These scientists, the majority of whom are members of the Global Young Academy, were invited to the
meeting to stimulate and enrich the discussions based
on their special expertise.
The symposium and the panel discussion took place in
the context of the German-South African Year of Science
2012/2013, which was initiated by the German Federal
Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF) and the South
African Department of Science and Technology (DST).
The central aim of this bilateral year was to strengthen scientific cooperation between Germany and South Africa.
The German-South African Year of Science 2012/2013
offered an excellent opportunity to collaborate and extend networks and relations amongst young scientists.
As a result, cooperation between the participating academies will be continued. Special thanks goes to the German Federal Ministry of Education and Research and
the German Research Foundation (DFG) for providing
the funding for organising the academies’ symposium
and panel discussion in Berlin.
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Opening Session
Keynote Speech:
“Ecological Novelty: The Ecology of the Anthropocene”
Dr. Christoph Kueffer, ETH Zurich, Institute of Integrative Biology, Switzerland

Introduction
Ecological Novelty requires an interdisciplinary approach in
which both social and ecological processes need to be integrated. Ecological Novelty bridges disciplines and feeds
into society. According to Dr. Kueffer, scientists should expect the unexpected, apply a pragmatic, experimental approach and observe interdisciplinarity in research.
Ecological Novelty can be defined as the wide range of
ecological changes that are happening or will happen in
the near future and the resulting new ecologies. The principles of historic reference, ecosystems services, resilience,
and ultimate boundaries can be applied in addressing Ecological Novelty, depending on the respective concept.

Underlying the concept of Ecological Novelty is the key
notion of a man-made planet, which, for instance, applies to the transition that Manhattan, in New York, USA
has undergone from a forest-clad island to an urban
skyscraper landscape. Changes in the Anthropocene
are recent, rapid, accelerating, substantial and manifold (Kueffer 2013a, 2013b). Such changes include the
vanishing of big fruit-eaters in many areas as well as
widespread increases in nitrogen deposition, leading in
turn to changes in vegetation. According to Dr. Kueffer,
given that such developments are happening across the
board, they render nature reserves, a core element of
nature conservation, insufficient.

Case Study: The Seychelles
The Seychelles, a group of islands in the Indian Ocean,
exemplify the application of pragmatic approaches and
adaptive management to cope with changes (Kueffer et
al. 2013). The islands’ origin dates back to the old Gondwana continent over 65 million years ago. Their original
inhabitants include giant tortoises and the coco de mer
plants with their huge seed pods. Humans entered the islands about 250 years ago, bringing dogs, cats and rats
with them and deforesting the area within just a hundred
years. Today, the ecology of the Seychelles has changed
almost completely, and now consists of four distinct anthropogenic ecozones (Kueffer & Kaiser-Bunbury 2013).

First, there are the lowlands, with hotels, residential areas and gardens, but also with palm plantations dating
back to colonial times. Plants growing in weed-covered
areas are mostly alien. The second ecozone comprises
areas at middle elevation consisting of abandoned forest plantations originally intended to fight erosion and
produce timber. The third ecozone is now dominated by
forests of cinnamon spice trees, but also contains most
of the Seychelles’ remaining endemic vegetation. These
forests form mostly part of protected areas. Finally, tiny
remnants of the islands’ original vegetation exist as part
of mountain cloud and palm forests.

References “Ecological Novelty: The Ecology of the Anthropocene”:
Kueffer, C. 2013a. Ökologische Neuartigkeit: die Ökologie des Anthropozäns. ZiF-Mitteilungen 1/2013, 21-30.
Kueffer, C. 2013b. Ecological Novelty: towards an interdisciplinary understanding of ecological change in the Anthropocene. In: Greschke,
H.M. & J. Tischler (eds.) The challenges of global climate change. Locally-grounded interdisciplinary approaches. Berlin: Springer, in press
Kueffer, C. & Kaiser-Bunbury, C. 2013. Reconciling conflicting perspectives for biodiversity conservation in the Anthropocene.
Frontiers in Ecology and the Environment, in press
Kueffer, C., Beaver, K., Mougal, J. 2013. Management of novel ecosystems in the Seychelles. In: R.J. Hobbs, E. Higgs & C. Hall (eds.).
Novel Ecosystems: Intervening in the New Ecological World Order. Wiley-Blackwell, pp. 228-238.
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In the Seychelles, new approaches adapted to the specific characteristics and needs of each of these four different ecozones are being applied to conserve nature
based on bringing in humans (Kueffer & Kaiser-Bunbury
2013). In situ parks have been created that are visited by
birds coming down from the highlands to use them as
“restaurants”.

The ecosystem of small offshore islands has undergone a radical change. However, in recent years, some
of these islands have been transformed into nature reserves and biodiversity reserves. These islands are at
once in an endemic, novel and artificial state. The case
of the Seychelles demonstrates that flexibility and the adaptation to Ecological Novelty are of major importance.

In the second ecozone, sustainable forestry might be
practised to keep alien creepers at bay. In the third ecozone, small patches of native vegetation are planted within cinnamon forests, which serve as a barrier to other
and often more problematic alien species. But higher up
in the mountains, intensive care is required to preserve
the native species against cinnamon and other aliens.

Historic reference is appropriate in the case of the Seychelles mountain cloud forests. Such systems should
be preserved in their present location, but they are not
self-sustaining. For example, cloud cover could lift in the
course of climate change. In contrast, applying resilience
as the guiding principle, small offshore islands could be
coupled to ecotourism to provide funding for conservation.

Discussion
The discussion addressed more general topics in the
context of Ecological Novelty, evolutionary patterns versus Ecological Novelty patterns, models used in laboratories versus the “real world” and social systems versus
ecological systems.
Dr. Kueffer mentioned a publication by Hairston and
coauthors, who in the 1960s addressed the very basic
issue in ecology of whether large herbivores were controlled by predators or by the availability of resources.
They concluded that the predators had to be in control.
However, the examples they showed were of landscapes
in which all the top predators had already been erased
by humans. Here, the scientists were using anthropogenic landscapes as a model for natural processes without necessarily being aware of doing so.
However, according to Prof. Kassen, an evolutionary
biologist who has also done work on predators and how
they are involved in governing diversification, their role
is context-dependent. If there are very few resources for
the prey, then the predators play an immense role in governing diversification. But if there is an abundance of resources, their role will differ. Although they reduce prey
density, they do not change the dynamics of diversity.
While Dr. Kueffer insisted on the significance of considering novelty in ecological theory, Prof. Kassen maintained that there are no “new” evolutionary principles.

While the selective forces at work might be very new and
need to be clearly determined, the principles underlying
the processes are always the same, even though they
need to be seen in the light of the respective stresses.
Prof. Slippers inquired about the general use of model
systems and, in particular, the development of model
novel ecosystems to study fundamental questions. Prof.
Kassen maintained that there is an urgent need for new
models and also for a greater degree of ecological realism in these models. Only a handful of model systems,
such as those based on E. coli, are currently being used
in the laboratory. Prof. Jentsch inquired whether there
could be any predictability of adaptation in the face of
novel systems. Prof. Kassen noted that the laboratory
situation involving microbes was not the same as e.g.
that of the Seychelles. The rules might be the same, but
different stochastic effects applied.
Prof. Jentsch then contrasted social systems with ecological systems. In an ecological system, individuals can
be replaced without this necessarily having an effect on
the system’s stability, which will not be the case in a social system. If thousands of individuals have died and are
replaced by novel migrants, the system’s stability will not
be maintained. The new individuals play a different role.
According to Prof. Jentsch, this example shows that different rules have to be applied to social and ecological
systems.
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Session 1
Novel Ecosystems, Biological Invasion, Ecosystem Engineers
Chair: Prof. Anke Jentsch, University of Bayreuth, Department of Disturbance Ecology, Germany

“Novel Ecosystems in the North: A Boreal Tipping Point – and then?”
Prof. Martin Wilmking, University of Greifswald, Institute of Landscape Ecology, Germany
When considering changes in ecosystems, a distinction
has to be made between historic, hybrid and novel ecosystems. A historic ecosystem is the natural ecosystem
that either currently exists or is known to have existed in
the past. A hybrid ecosystem retains characteristics of
the historic system, but species composition and function
reach beyond the historic range of variability. In a novel
ecosystem, species composition and function have been
completely transformed from the historic system.
Three different scenarios may occur when a system
moves from one state to another. First, given large external changes, a system may switch at some point, but
the change will be almost linear. This is the case that
ecologists are usually confronted with. Second, a relatively stable system might be forced towards a new state
but initially retain its ability to buffer changes. Acid entering a lake is an example of such a case. The system
would first stay in its original state, but at some point,
referred to as the critical threshold, there might be a
change. This has been termed a “bifurcation across a
non-catastrophic threshold”.
In the third scenario, the system is buffered against a
small force for a long time, but by internal oscillations or
further changes in condition, such as warming or nitrogen deposition, it may switch to a new state. However, if
the conditions are ameliorated, aimed at returning to the
previous state, the system will merely stabilise in its new
state. The term used to describe this scenario is “bifurcation across a catastrophic threshold”. There could be a
shift of state in the Earth’s atmosphere. A catastrophic

bifurcation could be reached by changes in the Earth’s
surface. Changes in terrestrial ecosystems might reach
a global threshold after which a completely different
stage is attained. The boreal forest ecosystems of the
North represent the largest terrestrial biome. While they
contain only a few tree species (about eight in Alaska, for
example), huge amounts of carbon are stored, with 1020 percent of the Earth’s carbon contained in the boreal
system itself and more than 30 percent captured as soil
carbon. Sometimes the soil is permanently frozen. Fire
acts as a very natural disturbance factor. Huge fires may
occur every 80 to 100 years in Siberia and every 160
years in Alaska, representing a perfectly normal feature
of the ecosystem.
Radical changes in the biome could have global consequences. The tipping point regarding permafrost and the
tundra in such an area is reached when temperatures
attain zero degrees Celsius and the permafrost starts
to melt. As massive collapses of soil occur, the carbon
stored is disturbed.
Projections of June temperature levels in Alaska suggest a significant rise over the next 50 to 100 years. The
climate in the interior, especially in the east, would be
warmer and drier, and would differ considerably from
that in the western parts of Alaska.
In the fires in Alaska, the mature white spruce burns, and
this starts a sequence of events that is repeated as a
160-year cycle. After the fires, forest growth starts with
the aspen, a deciduous tree. White spruce then grows

References “Novel Ecosystems in the North: A Boreal Tipping Point – and then?”:
Chapin, F.S., III et al. 2010. Resilience of Alaska’s boreal forest to climatic change. Canadian Journal of Forest Research 40(7):1360-1370.
Johnstone J. et al. 2010. Fire, climate change, and forest resilience in interior Alaska. Canadian Journal of Forest Research 40: 1302–1312.
Scheffer M, et al. 2001. Catastrophic shifts in ecosystems. Nature 413(6856):591-6.
Scheffer M et al. 2009. Early warnings of critical transitions. Nature 461: 53-59
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in the shade provided by the aspen. The white spruce
reaches canopy and gradually takes over after about 100
years.

ground could further melt permafrost. This would enable
more CO2 and methane to escape, with hemispheric and
even global consequences.

But new climate conditions could lead to different successional trajectories, with fires already returning after
60 to 80 years, not giving the white spruce enough time
to reach canopy, resulting in a possible disappearance
of these trees from the system on the southern slopes of
mountain ranges. Climate change may result in very different permafrost conditions, with permafrost shrinking
but still remaining in many areas. Developments could
give rise to historic, hybrid and novel systems existing
side by side, with dark needle trees still attaining canopy
in the north, broad-leaf and a small number of dark needle trees growing in hybrid systems on the upper slopes
of the mountains, and novel systems developing further
down consisting of boreal steppe devoid of any trees.

Such developments are comparable to the “non-catastrophic threshold condition”, and could perhaps be
reversible. The Pleistocene mammoth steppe in the interior of the area when the land bridge between North
America and Asia still existed is a historical analogy in
Alaska to that scenario. However, this steppe was due to
drier conditions, and permafrost was abundant as well.

In turn, this might then imply a very low carbon storage
capacity as well as rapid changes in reflectivity on the
southern slopes. There would be no tree canopy to buffer sunlight, and the large amounts of heat entering the

While hybrid and novel ecosystems would certainly
emerge in such a scenario, some historic systems will
also remain. Transitions would likely be non-linear, and
perhaps even catastrophic. Spatial differentiation between historic, hybridand novel ecosystems could buffer
planetary consequences, and the possible planetary effects of such a hemispheric phenomenon are yet to be
determined. Regarding Alaska, it is expected that forests
will undergo significant functional and structural changes
within the coming decadesthat have had no precedent
within the last 6,000 years.

“Novel Ecosystems in South Africa: Geographic Extent, Value and Conservation
Implications”
Prof. Mathieu Rouget, University of KwaZulu-Natal, Research Chair in Land Use Planning and Management,
Pietermaritzburg, South Africa
Novel ecology has been at the centre of many debates in
recent times, also resulting in a shift in the focus of conservation. Novel ecosystems account for more than 40
percent of the world’s ecosystems (Hobbs et al. 2009).
Such systems emerge when habitats are seriously modified. As a habitat moves e.g. from an uncultivated condition to intensive agriculture, soil may be degraded, and
invasive species may enter the system. Abandoned agricultural areas may then appear as novel ecosystems.
South Africa covers around one million square kilometres, and it comprises a wide range of different landscapes, such as grassland systems, thickets and deserts. It also has a huge biodiversity (Mittermeier et al.
2005). In the Cape Region alone, there are around 8,000
plant species, compared to 1,000 to 2,000 in Europe.
However, over the last few decades, the country has also
seen rapid economic development.

The total extent and value of the country’s novel ecosystems is unclear. Alien tree species such as the eucalyptus have invaded regions where they never used to grow.
Such species may take a lot of water out of an ecosystem, reducing both water quantity and quality (van Wilgen et al. 2008). There may also be changes in the fire
regime. Cases have been recorded of towns being burnt
down by fires, and crime incidence appears to be higher
in areas affected by invasive species, too. On the other
hand, alien species may serve as a source of energy by
providing firewood and they can also act as bee floral
resources. Alien species, moreover, are of potentialuse
in agriculture, a sector that depends on trees.
South Africa’s National Biodiversity Assessment 2011 reveals that some of the country’s areas are critically endangered, notably the wetlands, with almost 50 percent of this
ecosystem type at risk (Driver et al. 2012). On the other
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hand, only ten percent of terrestrial ecosystems are under
a critical threat. Most of the terrestrial systems are still in a
natural condition. Compared to Germany and Finland, for
example, abiotic conditions have had a much lower impact
in terms of historical versus altered biotic composition in
South Africa. All in all, only very few systems have been
transformed, and the human footprint versus biodiversity is
relatively low on a world scale. Nevertheless, natural areas
in South Africa are not necessarily in a stable condition,
and better management and conservation are needed.
According to Prof. Rouget, emphasis in scientific literature on the significance of novel ecosystems in conserving biodiversity should not result in existing historic eco-

systems being neglected at local level. In South Africa,
novel ecosystems are usually not critical regarding the
maintenance of biodiversity, and ecosystem services
as well as the overall system are still relatively intact
(Scholes & Biggs, 2005).
Overall policy implications for South Africa include recognising natural ecosystems as the best option for biodiversity and ecosystem services. Novel ecosystems play
a significant role in urban environments such as Cape
Town or Durban, where their value has yet to be further
assessed. Moreover, a more general assessment, based
albeit on more local research, is needed of the extent and
importance of novel ecosystems throughout South Africa.

“How does Ecological Novelty Challenge the Idea of Resilience and Sustainability?”
Prof. Anke Jentsch, University of Bayreuth, Department of Disturbance Ecology, Germany
Resilience is a key aspect in connecting Ecological Novelty to sustainability (Brand & Jax 2007) and it provides
common ground for actors and scientists who are ready
to overcome the notion that ecosystems ought to be kept
in their original state. While possible changes in species
composition are accepted, certain functions need to be
sustained to support ecosystem services.
Five definitions of resilience can be considered in the
debate on novel ecology. In physics and ecology, resilience is understood as the rate and speed of return to
a pre-existence system, so that a more resilient system
would be one that recovers faster (Holling 1973). In disturbance ecology, the term focuses on the magnitude of
disturbance that can be absorbed by the system (White
and Jentsch 2001). Systems that are resilient are able to
return to their pre-existing dynamics.
Sociology concentrates on the actors, on the ability of
groups or communities to cope with external stresses
as a result of social, political and environmental change

(Adger 2000). Communities that can come to terms e.g.
with a novel ecology are resilient. Ecosystem service-related resilience is the capacity of an ecosystem to maintain desired ecosystem services in the face of fluctuating
environments (Folke et al. 2002).
Finally, the sustainability-related definition of resilience
focuses on the maintenance of natural capital and flexibility in the long run (Ott and Doering 2004). As long
as a novel ecosystem does not reduce choices and options and the power of diversity, it is sustainable. Hence,
resilience is seen as the ability of self-organisation and
adaptation in the face of disturbance.
Certain influences can drive a system away from its reference dynamics, but after a time, it may return to these
dynamics without having retained its species composition. In the debate on resilience, a fundamental approach
taken is to ascertain whether, despite novel members in
the community, a system can come back to providing its
original ecoservices.

References “Novel Ecosystems in South Africa: Geographic Extent, Value and Conservation Implications”:
Driver, A., Sink, K.J., Nel, J.N. et al. (2012). National Biodiversity Assessment 2011: An assessment of South Africa’s biodiversity and
ecosystems. Synthesis Report. Pretoria.
Hobbs, R. J., Higgs, E., & Harris, J. A. (2009). Novel ecosystems: implications for conservation and restoration. Trends in Ecology & Evolution,
24(11), 599-605.
Mittermeier, R.A., Hoffmann, M., Pilgrim, J.D., Brooks, T.B., Mittermeier, C.G., Lamoreux, J.L. & Fonseca, G. (ed.) (2005).
Hotspots revisited: Earth’s biologically richest and most endangered ecoregions. Cemex, Mexico City.
Scholes, R. J., & Biggs, R. (2005). A biodiversity intactness index. Nature, 434(7029), 45-49.
Van Wilgen, B. W., Reyers, B., Le Maitre, D. C., Richardson, D. M., & Schonegevel, L. (2008). A biome-scale assessment of the impact
of invasive alien plants on ecosystem services in South Africa. Journal of Environmental Management, 89(4), 336-349.
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Rapid changes such as those occurring in the climate or
the introduction of invasive species point to an unclear
picture of the future. A position has to be found regarding
whether “novel ecology” is still in line with the traditional
notions of sustainability and resilience, or whether these
concepts are becoming redundant in the light of emerging Ecological Novelty.

whether it can be incorporated into local livelihoods, and
how the negative effects appearing now can be associated with long-term effects. In most of these areas, the
prosopis impact is seen as negative. However, people
are chopping it for charcoal, and to a degree, there has
been a shift from a nomadic to a sedentary life among
the inhabitants.

Functional resilience has become a central theme in experimental biodiversity research, obviating the need to
retain biodiversity patterns observed in the past as a basis. Rather, a functional approach can be adopted, and
novel contexts can be related to ecosystem services.

Lupine species are also active as ecosystem engineers,
especially in Iceland, where the Nootka lupine was introduced by foresters 70 years ago to improve slope stability and soil nutrient status. Now it is a pest in almost all
areas of the island and is even invading the country’s
small remaining forests. In Germany’s Biosphere Reserve Rhön, the garden lupine is causing concern because it is largely spreading into meadows in conservation areas. Prof. Jentsch and her team are attempting
to establish where the limits to invasion are, and what
possible invasion filters exist. The researchers are combining biodiversity experiments with climate change and
invasive species research to assess the interaction of
various drivers of change and identify possible buffers
(Jentsch 2013).

Prof. Jentsch presented two case studies that she is involved in examining the invasion of nitrogen-fixing species
into the ecosystem. Issues addressed in research here include identifying the implications of such an invasion for
biodiversity patterns, ecosystem services and the people
concerned and establishing whether invasive species can
alter a system towards a tipping point and whether the system will then have reached a new state from which it can
no longer return to the previous one (Jentsch 2013).
In lowland parts of Ethiopia, moist riparian areas have
traditionally been used by nomads tending their livestock. Now, large numbers of these people have been
driven out of their cultural identity by a process of species invasion. Around 20 years ago, the prosopis, also
known as the “devil tree”, started taking over the river
valleys (Ayanu et al. in review).
Scientists are now trying to analyse the impact of this
tree on the people living in the area with the aid of scientific data and questionnaires. They seek to assess

Ecosystem engineers often play a crucial role when ecosystems change. They interact with other organisms in
an ecosystem but also alter its physical environment.
Such alterations may be irreversible. For example, nitrogen-fixing species charge the soil with nitrogen (Arfin
Khan accepted with revisions). Even if these species are
driven out, changes to the physical environment may
persist. Modifications brought about by invasive species
may lead to a stable system with reference to the original dynamics, or they may result in an alternative regime
that cannot shift back to the original dynamics.

References “How does Ecological Novelty challenge the Idea of Resilience and Sustainability?”:
Adger, W. N. 2000. Social and ecological resilience: are they related? Progress in Human Geography 24 (3): 347-364.
Arfin Khan MAS, Grant K, Beierkuhnlein C, Kreyling J, Jentsch A (accepted with revisions): Facilitative legume effect on productivity
of neighboring species decreases under annually recurrent drought but not under heavy rain spells in temperate grassland. Plant and Soil.
Ayanu Y, Jentsch A, Müller-Mahn D, Rettberg S, Romankiewicz C, Koellner C (accepted with major revision): Ecosystem engineer
unleashed–Prosopis juliflora causing threats to ecosystem services. Regional Environmental Change.
Brand, F. S., and K. Jax. 2007. Focusing the meaning(s) of resilience: resilience as a descriptive concept and a boundary object. Ecology
and Society 12(1): 23.
Folke, C., S. Carpenter, T. Elmqvist, L. Gunderson, C. S. Holling, B. Walker, J. Bengtsson, F. Berkes, J. Colding, K. Danell, M. Falkenmark, L. Gordon, R. Kasperson, N. Kautsky, A. Kinzig, S. Levin, K.-G. Mäler, F. Moberg, L. Ohlsson, P. Olsson, E. Ostrom, W. Reid, J.
Rockström, H. Savenije, and U. Svedin. 2002. Resilience and sustainable development: building adaptive capacity in a world of transformations.
Scientific Background Paper on Resilience for the process of The World Summit on Sustainable Development on behalf of The Environmental
Advisory Council to the Swedish Government.
Holling, C. S. 1973. Resilience and stability of ecological systems. Annual Review of Ecology and Systematics 4:1-23.
Jentsch A (2013): Hidden secrets of ecology – biodiversity experiments, climate change research and invasion ecology join up to assess
European gradients of resilience in the face of climate extremes. Pan European Networks: Science and Technology 08:1.
Ott, K., and R. Döring. 2004. Theorie und Praxis starker Nachhaltigkeit. Metropolis, Marburg, Germany.
White PS, Jentsch A (2001): The search for generality in studies of disturbance and ecosystem dynamics. Progress in Botany 63: 399-449.
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Prof. Jentsch stressed that a definition of Ecological Novelty is needed clarifying whether or not it is associated
with irreversibility. If it is, it will be much harder for society

to embrace Ecological Novelty because there is no way
back, as would be the case with sustainability or resilience, terms that always relate to historical concepts.

“Novelty and Tree Health”
Prof. Bernard Slippers, University of Pretoria, Department of Forestry and Agricultural Biotechnology
Institute, South Africa
South Africa, a country with slightly fewer inhabitants
than Germany but nearly three times as big, has only
very little closed canopy forest. Almost all of South Africa’s wood comes from non-native plantations. Protecting
these resources is important for the country, and Prof.
Slippers works in both areas.
The concept of Novel Ecology is well-recognised in
tree health. Novel association between pathogens and
trees that they work on are drivers of change in terms
of tree health. This also holds more generally for plants
as new hosts and new areas come into play and existing
disease systems change. Developments among chestnut trees in North America provide an example of novel
host-pathogen interactions. Chestnuts used to cover a big
range in the east of the USA. But about 100 years ago,
a fungus arrived from chestnut trees in Asia. It infected
the North American trees, which had no resistance to this
fungus, and the tree species was virtually removed from
the forest. The only surviving remnants are shrubby and
no longer grow to tree proportions. In an attempt to reintroduce the large North American chestnut, these shrubs
are now being crossbred with the Asian chestnut. Similarly, the pinewood nematode, a native of North America,
has entered Japan and other parts of the world and is
having a devastating impact on the pine trees there.
Novel pathogen-vector associations may also develop.
The Sirex woodwasp relies on certain types of fungi that
the female has to introduce into pinewood with its larvae
for them to survive. The offspring then carry the fungus.
A European species of the Sirex woodwasp has spread to
South Africa, where pine trees are grown commercially.
The wasp has a disastrous effect on its new hosts, which
are killed off within about three months. This animal has
been introduced in South Africa several times and around
the world, and with different strains of the fungus. It has
also spread to North America, which is already populated
by another Sirex species. Analyses of the populations of
fungi have revealed that the two wasp species have mu-
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tually adopted their original fungus species, so that the
Sirex wasps from Europe are no longer carrying what they
originally came with, and vice versa.
A few years ago, pines in Chile began to develop characteristic bands on their needles. The needles then started dying
off. First, a thousand hectares of these pines were killed
off, and today, up to 60,000 hectares have been severely
affected. The novel aspect involved here is that the cause
of the disease is a fungus-like organism which is known to
grow on the roots of a very few conifer species, but never on
their needles. A native host jump may have occurred here,
or alternatively an introduction from another region.
Examples of novel pathogens include hybrids of introduced fungus species that attack trees along river systems. Also, in Germany, alder trees are succumbing to a
hybrid of two pathogens neither of which is as aggressive
on these trees as an individual species. To illustrate the
impacts of changing environments on pathogens, Prof.
Slippers took the example of changes in pine forests in
British Columbia, Canada, over the last century. Management changes have led to more uniform forests, with less
age diversity. Also, climate change conditions are better
for mountain pine beetle survival, which infests pines, and
also introduces a fungus. A severe outbreak of infection
started in the late 1990s and has been growing unabated
to unprecedented levels, with 16 million hectares of pine
killed (compared to Germany’s total forest cover of eleven
million hectares).
Another aspect is organisms that live in healthy trees.
For example, in a certain group of fungi, the Botryosphaeriaceae or sac fungi, which are found in all trees, a disease system only occurs if the plants are under stress.
Only a few species of these fungi were originally known,
but with the advent of molecular tools, up to 23 different
species have been detected in Eucalyptus trees. This diversity could be due to cross-infection between related
trees, such as the Eucalyptus and the Syzygium, which
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grow in close proximity, or the mango and the Maroela.
The next step will be to look at endophyte communities,
at the microbiomes inside the plants. Thousands of new
endophyte types are being discovered with the new molecular tools. Not only is there a huge diversity of species,
but species also differ vastly according to environments.

These little insects are not capable of flying across such
distances. Rather, they are moved with plant material.
The scale of changes is also formidable. A predominantly clonal fungus in South Africa has been shown to
be represented by several different types, and thus must
have been introduced several times.

There has been a massive increase in reports of fungal
pathogen introductions as well as a rapid growth of novel
interactions in Europe. This could also be due to a better ability to detect developments. Another aspect is the
speed at which changes are happening. A tiny wasp that
lays eggs on young Eucalyptus tissue can cause it to develop galls, reducing the Eucalyptus tree to a shrub. This
species was not known until it was detected in Israel in
2000. Now it has spread to wherever Eucalyptus grows.

Prof. Slippers expressed mounting concern regarding the
future of forests. Economic value tends to outweigh considering the consequences of moving these fungi and other
pests around. A sense of inability to control the moving of
fungi e.g. through quarantine has emerged, for just one to
five percent of all containers can be realistically inspected.
A group of forest pathologists and forest entomologists have
therefore proposed the phasing out of all trade in plants and
plant parts, given the rate of spread of such pests.

Discussion
The discussion focused largely on the human perspective in the context of Socio-Ecological Novelty. Dr.
Wright raised the general issue of whether Socio-Ecological Novelty assumed the principle that developments
should always result in a social benefit. Prof. Wilmking
argued that in studying an ecosystem, the human perspective need not always be considered. His research
area in Alaska, for example, was so remote that firefighters were not deployed to tackle forest fires.
Prof. Stroebel countered that if the same principles of
research were applied in a more densely populated area,
the social implications would be of direct relevance. One
should always seek to extrapolate what the impacts on
society might be like. Prof. Jentsch agreed that the
discussion about Ecological Novelty was an anthropocentric one focusing on benefits for or threats to human
beings. However,many case studies in the natural sciences were independent of value-driven questions, with
scientists trying to understand the mechanisms and assess Ecological Novelty versus previous identities without putting value to them.
Prof. Muchenje returned to the issue of research implications differing according to locations or circumstances. This applied e.g. to genetic diversity regarding
animal science, where considerably more genetic variation occurred in developing countries compared to developed countries and more untapped resources were

to be found. Prof. Muyonga emphasised that changes
were taking place all over the world, and that differences between regions were often only in terms of scale.
He therefore questioned whether a uniform definition of
Ecological Novelty was appropriate.
Taking up the issue of the global versus the local scale,
Dr. Klepp stressed the need for open debate on what
the future should look like and local participation in this
debate. Only agreement among local people on how to
manage the future could really ensure social resilience.
Prof. Jentsch suggested that novel ecosystems could
be mapped, also to establish differences between the
North and the South. Here, Prof. Kassen added, model
systems could be used for novel ecosystems to raise
predictability and enable forecasting.
On the topic of invasive species, Prof. Muyonga suggested that manipulating pathogens might be an option
in dealing with invasive species, although Prof. Slippers
warned that great care had to be taken with such an approach. Prof. Kassen added that the adaptation of pathogens to stresses had to be taken into account.
Referring to South Africa, Dr. Wright considered a Novel Ecology approach to areas such as water or waste,
which related closely to environmental issues. Prof.
Rouget stressed the importance of not neglecting historic ecosystems in the country.
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“Towards Sustainable Healthcare Systems: South Africa”
Prof. Aletta Schutte, North-West University, Faculty of Health Sciences, Hypertension in Africa
Research Team (HART), South Africa
As Prof. Schutte highlighted using data from a recent
Lancet report, South Africa is faced with the challenge of
having to address a quadruple burden of disease: infectious diseases, such as HIV/AIDS and tuberculosis (TB),
maternal, infant and child mortality, non-communicable
diseases (NCDs) like hypertension or diabetes, and injury and violence.
In South Africa, HIV prevalence is 23 times the global
average (carrying 17 percent of HIV infected people in
the world), and its TB infection rate is among the highest
in the world. The co-infection rate between HIV and TB
is 73 percent.
Maternal, peri-natal and neonatal mortality rates are
much higher than those of countries of similar socioeconomic status. They are ascribed to HIV as the main
contributor, but are also due to non-AIDS and other preventable causes. NCDs such as hypertension, heart disease, diabetes, cancer and lung diseases contributed to
28 percent of the total burden of disease in 2004. Importantly, these diseases are mostly driven by risk factors
such as alcohol, smoking, poor diet, or lack of exercise.
Road accidents, but particularly also violence against
women and children, are driven largely by alcohol consumption and social factors such as poverty and unemployment.

Prof. Schutte emphasised the significant and broadening
divide between socio-economic classes in South Africa
that is very clearly reflected by the present healthcare
system. Public healthcare accounts for 84 percent of the
population, and private healthcare for just 16 percent.
The National Treasurer’s Fiscal Review 2011 states that
49.2 percent (R122.4 billion) of GDP was spent on public
healthcare and 48.5 percent (R120.8 billion) on private
healthcare, with donors and NGOs contributing a total of
2.3 percent (R5.3 billion).
In 2011, the South African Government approved the
National Health Insurance (NHI), which is supposed to
insure “universal healthcare access” to all residents regardless of their income. It is to be implemented over
the next 14 years. Payment towards the NHI scheme will
be compulsory for higher income earners and employers
and will be collected by the South African Revenue Services. However, higher income individuals will still have
the option to additionally pay for and belong to private
medical funds.
Although there is much criticism and concern regarding
the NHI in terms of sustainability, upgrading of poor infrastructure and various other financial challenges (including a relatively small percentage of South Africans carrying the financial burden), the NHI document specifically
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states that there “will be a strong and sustained focus
on the provision of health promotion and prevention services at the community and household level”. Prevention
is especially important when considering the immense
amount of public spending on treatment. For example,
HIV/AIDS treatment costs are expected to rise by $5.3
billion each year.

were treated and that if all were treated, the cost would
be increasing from a current $29.7 million to $283 million a year. The figures for people suffering from hypertension in England are: 11 percent treated successfully,
treatment unsuccessful with 16 percent, and 73 percent
unaware and untreated. The ineffective treatment of hypertension is therefore a global phenomenon.

Another important aspect, pointed out by Prof. Schutte,
is the interplay between infectious and non-communicable diseases. Anti-retroviral treatment is very effective to
treat HIV/AIDS, but the main side-effect is increasing the
risk for NCDs, such as metabolic syndrome (i.e. an unfavourable cholesterol profile, obesity). Aside from treatment, untreated HIV-infected individuals also have an
increased inflammatory profile, resulting in an increased
risk for NCDs.

The major factors driving the surge in high blood pressure levels in South Africa in recent years are a high intake of alcohol, a high percentage of smokers, and an
elevated waist circumference. All this information indicates the importance of moving the emphasis from treatment to prevention, which is also an objective for the new
South African NHI.

Apart from the interplay between infections and NCDs,
highly significant threats are arising from NCDs such as
hypertension and diabetes to the South African Healthcare
System, with two thirds of black South Africans presenting
multiple risk factors for cardiovascular disease (CVD). This
is also reflected by the high stroke mortality rates.
Regarding treatment, statistics based on 1998 data indicate that only 19 percent of the hypertension population

Approaches towards such a shift include safer sex practices, although there is also the challenge of changing
the behaviour of children in particular, e.g. in terms of
healthy eating and avoiding unhealthy foods, and that of
preventing the development of unhealthy habits such as
smoking, alcohol intake and drug use.
If South Africa does not succeed in changing healthcare
practices and lifestyle, the alternative will be to tolerate
hypertension, knowing it would have been largely preventable, Prof. Schutte maintained.

“Of Broken Hearts: Cardiovascular Diseases in Africa – a Clarion Call for Action”
Prof. Philimon Gona, University of Massachusetts Medical School, Department of Biostatistics and Health
Services Research, USA
Cardiovascular diseases (CVDs) are the main causes
of death in industrialised countries, and are significant
causes of morbidity and mortality in sub-Saharan Africa.
However, despite the high level of awareness in developed countries, the level of CVD control is still poor.
Furthermore, CVDs are more common in urban settlements, possibly because of the gradual adoption of unhealthy lifestyles. Sub-Saharan Africa is said to be at an
early stage of “epidemiological transition” from communicable diseases like TB to non-communicable diseases
(NCDs) like heart diseases or cancer.
Blood pressure is the measurement of force applied to
artery walls. Left untreated, chronic high blood pressure,
or hypertension, increases the risk of stroke and eye
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damage, blood vessel damage (arteriosclerosis), heart
attack or heart failure and kidney failure, and early death.
A haemorrhagic stroke occurs when a cerebral artery is
blocked or ruptured.
In 2000, one billion people or around 26 percent of the
adult world population had hypertension. There were
333 million cases in developed countries, and 639 million in developing countries. Overall, the disease was
projected to affect 1.56 billion people by 2025.
The rates of hypertension vary by geographic regions,
and are as low as 3.4 percent in men and 6.8 percent
in woman in rural India, and as high as 68.9 percent in
men and 72.5 percent in women in Poland. Hypertension
affects 76 million, or 34 percent, of US adults, with rates
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being higher among people of a lower economic status.
African American adults have among the highest rates of
hypertension in the world, at 44 percent. African-Americans are more likely to develop hypertension. Genetic
research suggests that people of African ancestry seem
to be more sensitive to salt.
The burden of HIV is falling thanks to success in treatment and universal access or antiretrovirals. Of 53 million deaths that occurred in 2010, one in four deaths was
from heart disease or stroke, compared to 1.5 million
AIDS-related deaths. Prof. Gona hence argued for a shift
in health priorities, i.e. by integrating universal screening
and treatment of hypertension as part of routine care.
Four cross-sectional household surveys on the prevalence of hypertension in Nigeria, Kenya, Tanzania and
Namibia in 2009-2011 found it among 19 percent of the
population in rural Nigeria, 21 percent in rural Kenya, 24
percent in urban Tanzania and 38 percent in urban Namibia. In the Heart of Soweto Study in South Africa, 56
percent of those surveyed were found to have CVD risk
factors and 44 percent hypertension risk factors, while 59

percent had several risk factors and only 13 percent had
no identifiable risk factors at all. A Lancet survey looked at
disability-adjusted life years (DALYs) for 291 causes and
for 187 countries from 1990 to 2010. DALYs are the sum of
years of life lost and years lived with disabilities. One result
of the survey was that among the top five causes of global
DALYs, ischemic heart disease and stroke climbed from
fourth and fifth position to first and third position respectively from 1990 to 2010. Another was that hypertension
had risen from fourth to first position in the same period.
The Framingham Heart Study of the National Heart, Lung
and Blood Initiative and Boston University in the USA,
started in 1948 and still on going, which Prof. Gona has
also worked on, aims to identify common factors that contribute to CVD, to follow participants without CVD or past
heart attack or stroke, and to understand the natural history
of CVD. Major findings include changes in blood pressure
level coinciding with improvements in hypertension control
as well as hypertension increasing the risk of CVD. Prof.
Gona maintained that risk prediction models such as the
one developed at the Framingham Heart Study are urgently
needed in Southern Africa.
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“Health and the Environment”
Dr. Caradee Wright, Council for Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR), Natural Resources and
Environment Unit, South Africa
Dr. Wright’s presentation focused on the interplay between the natural environment and human beings and
the challenges that environmental health practitioners
face in South Africa.
According to the World Health Organization (WHO), environmental health “comprises those aspects of human
health and diseases that are determined by factors in the
environment. It also refers to the theory and practice of
assessing, correcting and controlling factors in the environment that can potentially affect health.”
There are various examples of interaction between humans and nature and its possible outcomes. Planting
vegetables in contaminated soil may lead to a loss of
crops and hence malnutrition. Settlements may contaminate the environmentwith their own waste. Eating crops
grown in such an environment can cause complaints
such as diarrhoea. Exposure to the sun’s ultraviolet rays
may trigger skin cancer.
Environmental health is an integral part of primary health
care and is aimed at promoting wellness and preventing
diseases. It focuses especially on controlling environmental factors that negatively impact on human health.
It has close ties to sustainability, implying e.g. healthy,
green environments to sustain a long life of individuals
and communities.
Environmental health has a number of different layers,
starting with the health outcomes of poor environmental conditions. These may be e.g. food or vector-borne
diseases, poor respiratory health, but also psychological
health. The next layer concerns people’s basic needs,
such as improving housing, solid waste management or
drinking water quality. Then there is the wide area of assessing and monitoring risks, e.g. in chemical safety or
with regard to radiation exposure.
The institutional layer comprises e.g. training and human
capital development and health and hygiene education,

but also legislative issues. For example, South Africa
has no environmental health policy, and the area’s institutional framework is weak. The next layer concerns
issues such as the role of environmental health practitioners, where traditional medicine comes in, or the need
for vaccines.
Finally, there are the fields of environmental health and
vulnerability research and of population monitoring and
surveillance. Here, Dr. Wright emphasises that much of the
data available in South Africa is still from 1998. Also, there
has been a ten-year gap in the national cancer registry.
According to the WHO Global Health Observatory, 23
percent of the global disease burden is attributable to
the environment. Exposure to indoor smoke from cooking causes two million deaths a year, and 88 percent of
diarrhoeal deaths are due to unsafe water, inappropriate
sanitation and lack of hygiene. Thirteen million deaths
are due to preventable environmental causes, and preventing environmental risks could save four million lives
a year, predominantly in developing countries among
children below the age of 15 years. According to a 2004
survey, the percentage of deaths and disability-adjusted
life years attributable to the environment is particularly
high in Africa and South and East Asia.
The health impacts of environmental hazards run across
more than 80 diseases and types of injury, and include
both communicable and non-communicable diseases.
They can be found in developing as well as in developed
countries. At the top of the list is diarrhoea, because of
water conditions, followed by lower respiratory infections
owing to air pollution, unintentional occupational injuries
and the vector-borne disease of malaria.
Well targeted, sustainable interventions can help prevent environmental risk. Goal 7 of the Millennium Development Goals includes the target of reducing by half
the proportion of people without sustainable access to
safe drinking water and basic sanitation. However, im-
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plemented interventions as well as community health
effects and behaviour change have to be continuously
monitored.
South Africa needs to address traditional environmental health issues relating to basic needs, such as water
quality, modern issues like air and water pollution, resulting from industrialisation, and emerging global issues including climate change and sustainability. Specific concerns include rapid urbanisation, poverty, food security
and inequality.
Looking at health, environment and sustainability, Dr.
Wright noted that appropriate developments have to be
achieved in all sectors for a sustainable improvement

in health. Healthcare reform must include medical care
services, public health and environmental health services. Changes in attitudes and taking ownership are particularly important aspects in improving health. People
have to be motivated for a shift in mindset from “I am a
subject” to “I am a citizen” and “How can I help myself
and my environment?”.
Dr. Wright concluded that while the link between environmental health and disease has been fairly well established and improvements in environmental hygiene have
contributed to better health, prevention does require a
certain amount of psychology. Improving the environment may be less complicated than changing people’s
behaviour.

Discussion
Prof. Schutte noted that prevention appeared as a key
issue in all three presentations. Topics relating to the
Socio-Ecological Novelty approach could include finding new preventive measures and identifying good predictive factors. Prof. Schutte also mentioned abuse of
antibiotics and resistance to antiretroviral drugs in this
context.
Prof. Muyonga took up changes in biodiversity resulting
in plants disappearing that were rich in health-promoting
phytochemicals, which in turn led to less diversified diets. More diversification here could perhaps make some
of the conditions that Prof. Schutte had referred to more
manageable. Also on the issue of diets, Dr. Wright told
the meeting about a leafy vegetable in Mozambique that
formed part of staple diets but was no longer resilient to
climate change and was being replaced by another leafy
plant that was not so nutritious. This could cause people
to move to fast food as a supplement to the new plant.
On the issue of links between environmental issues and
disease, Prof. Schutte pointed out that in areas where

DDT was used to combat malaria, there were more
cases of hypertension among pregnant women exposed
to the pesticide. Dr. Wright referred to especially high
levels of cancer and other NCDs in informal rural settlements with high levels of environmental pollution.
Taking up the issue of healthcare, Prof. du Plessis
mentioned regional problems spilling over borders in
connectionwith the issue of healthcare. There was a
large influx of illegal immigrants in South Africa. They
had the same needs as South African citizens e.g. in
terms of healthcare, but they were not contributing to the
tax base. Overall, this demonstrated how socio-political
factors across borders could impacton a country’s ability to address environmental health aspects.
Also with regard to South Africa, Prof. Schutte noted
that the huge numbers of HIV patients were putting
such pressure on the country’s health system that other
chronic diseases of lifestyle were being ignored. Meanwhile, Prof. Gona emphasised, numbers of HIV cases
were being dwarfed by the number of NCD patients.
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“Heat Waves, Bats and Birds: Ecological Conservation Implications of
Catastrophic Morbidity Events”
Prof. Andrew McKechnie, University of Pretoria, Department of Zoology and Entomology, South Africa
Animals can survive in temperatures much higher than
their own body temperature thanks to evaporative cooling. Heat is dissipated by evaporation, which allows an
organism to keep its body temperature far lower than
that of its environment.
Evaporative water rates plotted as a function of environmental temperature for the verdin, a small bird living in the
Sonora Desert in Arizona, USA, show that as soon as the
temperature of the environment exceeds body temperature, there are massive increases in the rate at which water evaporates, either across the skin or via the respiratory
system, through panting. The verdin can maintain a body
temperature ten degrees Celsius lower than that of the air
on an intensely hot day in the Sonora Desert. As the temperature reaches about 45 degrees Celsius, the bird might
be losing 5-7 percent of its body mass each hour.
However, intense heat waves can overwhelm the capacities of birds. While smaller species can dissipate
heat faster, they also die earlier. During an extreme heat
wave in Western Australia in January 2009, huge flocks
of wild budgies seeking shade tried to reach overlander
roadhouse sheds 200 miles north of Perth. Thousands
of them never made it to the sheds and succumbed to
the heat. Mortality occurred over a matter of hours, when
temperatures spiked, although the birds might already
have been dehydrated.
In January 2009, around 3,500 flying foxes, a bat species, were killed by a heat wave in New South Wales,

in Eastern Australia, as temperatures soared above 42
degrees Celsius. In all, more than 30,000 of these animals were killed in heat waves between the late 1990s
and the early 2000s.
Extreme heat events with disastrous consequences for
wildlife have also been reported from India and South
Africa, where several thousand ostriches were killed by
extreme temperature levels in 2010. However, under
climate change, maximum temperatures are increasing
world-wide. Some examples indicate what impact such
temperature rises could have on arid zone ecosystems.
In Yuma, Arizona, Prof. McKechnie plotted the number
of days per year on which temperatures exceeded 40
degrees Celsius between the 1980s and last year. There
was a clear trend towards more very hot days. Charts for
places in Central Australia show a similar tendency for
the number of very hot days to rise.
The November 2011 Report of the International Panel
on Climate Change (IPCC) on future changes in extreme
weather conditions such as hurricanes or heat waves
suggests that there will be more record hot weather not
only in an upward shift in temperature distribution but if
there is increased temperature variability as well. Also,
what used to be the 1-in-20 year hottest day is likely to
become a 1-in-5 to 1-in-2 year event by the end of the
21st century. And a 1-in-20 year extreme daily maximum
temperature is expected to be two to five degrees Celsius higher by the end of the century.
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On 8 January 2013, the Australian Bureau of Meteorology had to add two new colours to its maximum temperature forecasting scale to accommodate temperatures
above 50 degrees Celsius. But there have since been
more record-breaking heat waves in Australia. According to a PricewaterHouse Coopers report, heat events
have killed more people than any other natural hazard
experienced in Australia over the past 200 years, and
the number of deaths associated with such events is
predicted to rise dramatically during the next decades.
As temperatures rise above 40 degrees Celsius, even
minor further increases have severe consequences for
small birds, and within a three-degree band, their water requirements may double. Survival times in such extreme conditions are expected to get shorter as extreme
temperatures rise in the future. Extreme heat events,

however short, represent very important bottlenecks in
terms of survival and reproduction for terrestrial vertebrates. Even single heat waves can have massive consequences for the future viability of threatened species.
In South Africa, Prof. McKechnie’s team seek to find
out whether large animals are more vulnerable to heat
stress than smaller ones. They are also examining the
African fruit bat to determine the most effective forms of
evaporation. It is suspected that respiratory evaporation
is a much less effective way of avoiding heat stress than
cutaneous evaporation.
Prof. McKechnie’s research is a subset of work being
done on the impact of climate change on birds in hot
environments by scientists at universities in New Mexico
(USA) and Australia and his own team in Pretoria.

“Re-thinking Global Environmental Law and Governance in the Anthropocene”
Prof. Louis Kotzé, North-West University, Faculty of Law, South Africa
Prof. Kotzé’s presentation identified considerations that
environmental lawyers will have to reflect on if global environmental law and governance are to better respond
to the numerous challenges and complexities of the Anthropocene epoch.
The Anthropocene denotes a new time in geological history in which the biophysical factors introduced into the
biosphere by human beings have begun to change the
physical parameters that determine the functioning of all
Earth system processes (Crutzen and Stoermer 2000;
Crutzen 2002). People are changing the course of nature. The Anthropocene follows the Holocene, which provided extraordinarily good living conditions that enabled
the development of modern society with its seven billion
people (Swyngedouw 2011; Zalasiewicz et al. 2008).
Characteristics of the Anthropocene include increased
emissions of greenhouse gasses, climate change,
changing water cycles and widespread species extinction. However, the arising socio-political challenges
are equally severe. Some examples of emerging socio-

1

political stresses resulting from climate change are rising sea levels, the displacement of people and armed
conflict over scarce natural resources.1 In this context,
the concept of the Anthropocene serves as a common
denominator to facilitate an understanding of a new, human-dominated environment. It has a strong human focus referring to people being the primary cause of global
ecological crisis, but also the only victims that are in a
position to take action (Kotzé 2013).
In the Anthropocene, people have to reassess their centrality in the human-environment relationship and question anthropocentrism as an attitude presenting humans
as the centre of the world, enjoying hegemony over other
species and functioning as masters of a nature serving
their needs. Prof. Kotzé suggested that ecocentrism
could serve as a counterpoint to anthropocentrism and
could offer a reformative potential (Kotzé 2013).
Similarly, sustainability as the sole guiding principle of all
social, legal and political interventions that seek to mediate the human-environment interface has to be reviewed

 NEP, ‘GEO5-Global Environment Outlook: Environment for the Future We Want’ (2012), 5
U
<www.unep.org/geo/pdfs/geo5/GEO5_report_full_en.pdf> (accessed 4 September 2012).
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(see generally: Kotzé 2012). Broadly interpreted, the concept suggests that it does not aim for a singular, steady
state, but for the best possible dynamic for dwelling in
the world taking into account the needs of the economy,
society and the environment. Prof. Kotzé warned against
promises that the concept of sustainability offers of sufficient resources in a time of ecological crisis. Rather, he
called for a paradigm shift towards either discarding or
reimagining sustainability as the failing fulcrum of global
environmental law and governance.
The Anthropocene offers a unique opportunity to formulate a more consistent and uniform understanding
of the global. It highlights the interconnectedness of the
environment, posing new challenges for law and governance. Current environmental law and governance re-

sponses to the global ecological crisis will be inadequate
in the face of these challenges.
In a holistic approach bearing in mind the aspect of the
global, reformative considerations that environmental lawyers could take into account when re-imagining
the place and role of global environmental law and
governancein the Anthropocene include no longer regarding state and government as the chief actors but
becoming global, and ascribing a greater role to nonstate actors, in particular non-governmental organisations. Various aspects such as vagaries of state sovereignty need considering. The Anthropocene requires a
new ethic and vision of sustainability that is not based on
environment versus development but on simultaneously
maintaining natural and human capital (Kotzé 2013).

“Integrated Socio-Ecological Research of Tropical Coastlines”
Prof. Hildegard Westphal, Leibniz Centre for Tropical Marine Ecology (ZMT), Department of
Biogeochemistry, Germany
The marine biome covers two thirds of the planet and is
not only important for the global climate, but also provides
a high share of protein that human beings consume. In
the tropics, coastal ecosystems are highly dynamic, with
high population density, population dynamics, and societal change meeting with ecosystem aspects such as
sea level rise and ocean acidification (e.g. Burke et al.
2011).
Scientists examining these systems have to focus on the
local perspective and engage in dialogue with stakeholders (ICSU 2010), also with a view to empowering people
in developing countries and building capacity. Identifying
the aims and desires of the stakeholders is of crucial importance in this context (see Westphal 2013).

Services provided by coastal ecosystems include local
aspects such as protection against erosion or storms,
and filtering sediment and pollution from the land-side.
They offer resources for local use and trade and enable
tourism. They sustain biodiversity. At the global level,
they support the carbon and nutrient cycles (e.g. Buddemeier et al. 2004). While these ecosystem services are
fundamental for coastal societies, the societies themselves also affect the ecosystems.
For example, pressure is put on an ecosystem by dynamite fishing, which may provide food for the local population but can destroy reefs for several hundred years,
or by fishing juveniles and thus jeopardising fish stocks.
Land use change, e.g. conversion of peat swamp forests
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in palm oil plantations supplying the industry with products for the developed countries, results in the oxidation
of peat soils adding CO2 to the atmosphere (e.g. Baum et
al. 2007; Jennerjahn et al. 2008), while shrimp breeding
for overseas markets has also led to the destruction of
large areas of mangrove forests, an important element
of many tropical coast lines. Further drivers of change
include upstream forestry regimes, regulations of tributaries, volcanic eruptions, but also changes at societal or
even global level.
Many of the environmental changes cannot easily be
reversed. Conditions for local people may change e.g.
through the disappearance of economic species or the
toxicity of food, caused for example by environmental
pollution from oil refineries. Management strategies are
required for a sustainable use and strengthening of resilience and adaptation. Areas with a high level of social
and economic dependence on reefs and a low adaptive
capacity largely coincide with those areas in which reefs

are most threatened (Burke et al. 2011). In Southeast
Asia, for example, reefs are not only exposed to environmental impacts, but also are directly threatened by the
widespread practices of cyanide and dynamite fishing
(e.g. Halim 2002).
In the 1980s, increasing awareness of environmental
problems, also on a global scale, urged Germany to engage more in environmental issues. Second, the United
Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea stipulated
that all countries with a coastline manage marine areas
reaching up to 200 miles into the sea by themselves,
a challenge that many countries were not prepared to
cope with on their own. This has led to the engagement of Germany, namely the founding of the ZMT, in
socio-ecological research as transdisciplinary approach
of partnership research and capacity building. This approach has proven a useful way to improve the knowledge and management of tropical coastal ecosystems
(e.g. Schneider and Saint-Paul 2002).
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Discussion
The discussion first addressed survival factors in extreme
heat events. Prof. Wilmking suggested that e.g. there
could be an absolute threshold for death. On the other
hand, genetic adaptation or the course of evolution might
raise that threshold. According to Prof. McKechnie,
in the West Australian heat event north of Perth, it was
mainly juvenile birds that died. Older birds are much more
efficient foragers than young birds. The latter were not
as good at managing water resources. Prof. McKechnie
believes that similar aspects could also apply to bats.
According to Prof. McKechnie, there is a trade-off between dehydration and hypothermia among the birds,
with the waterholes being un-shaded. The choice is between dehydration and being killed by the extreme heat
in the sunshine. Prof. McKechnie is considering starting
a project looking at how drinking behaviour among birds
is affected by the provision of shade and waterholes.
More trees offering shade could help more animals survive in extreme heat conditions.
Taking up the issue of environmental law, Prof. Wilmking suggested that one consider moving beyond an

ecocentric view. According to Prof. Kotzé, there is no
other alternative to bring humans into the environment,
to prescribe humans some moral obligations vis-à-vis
non-human entities. Environmental law has developed
over a period of forty to fifty years, and only now is the
possibility of moving towards an ecocentric approach
being considered.
But such a shift would involve fundamental changes to
structures of law and politics. Prof. Kotzé argued that
law could only become more ecocentric if the political
concept of sustainability, used by lawyers to justify rational claims, was abandoned.
Prof. Muchenje suggested that the discussion address
practical implications for existing environmental law, e.g.
in South Africa. Prof. Kotzé maintained that while the
South African Constitution does make reference to the
environment, it is human-focused, with human health
and wellbeing at the centre.
This, he argued, excludes ecological considerations, and
including them in would require extensive legal revision.

In the Anthropocene, people have to reassess their centrality
in the human-environment relationship and question anthropocentrism
as an attitude presenting humans as the centre of the world,
enjoying hegemony over other species and functioning as masters
of a nature serving their needs.
Prof. Louis Kotzé
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“Concepts of Adaptation in Architecture and Arts”
Prof. Friedrich von Borries, University of Fine Arts, Hamburg, Germany
The transformation of uncomfortable environments into
more comfortable ones is a historical component of architecture. Architectural concepts deal with environmental issues and adaptation in many different ways.

Stefan Haberkorn elaborated the notion of cities flying in
the air. One of the advantages offered by such a scheme
is that inhabitants would no longer be dependent on local
legal regulations.

One of the key issues in devising new forms of living in
environments is the consequences arising from a particular condition in terms of how society can organise
itself. The Dome of Manhattan, a model developed in
the 1960s by Buckminster Fuller, offers lower heating
and cooling costs thanks to the dome’s surface being
smaller than the combined surface of the skyscrapers.
The Haus-Rucker-Co Environment Transformer applies
a similar notion to the individual. Oasis No. 7, designed
by Haus-Rucker-Co’s Zamp Kemp, promises a perfect
environment. Ron Herron’s Walking City gives people
the opportunity to move their community elsewhere once
environmental conditions become inclement.

Prof. von Borries’ particular interest is on relations between art, architecture and science, also with regard to
organising new concepts of communities. In Berlin, he
is working with anthropologists on an exhibition demonstrating how e.g. flying communities could organise social networks. Various spider species with social, semi
social and asocial behaviour are being examined with
regard to the types of nets they form in this context.

The huge domes of the Eden Project in Cornwall, UK,
a scheme designed by Tim Smit and Nicholas Grimshaw, comprise artificial biomes with plants from all
over the world. In Singapore, artificial trees provide an
atmosphere of a green environment in a dense city. On
the outskirts of Madrid, trees have been planted on a
roundabout. Until they grow enough to provide shade,
plants inside artificial structures are grown to provide
shade. Rising sea levels and the flooding disaster in
New Orleans have prompted notions of structures made
of the material used in diapers that can be used for sunbathing in good conditions but swell up with water in
flooding conditions, turning into artificial dams.
Ingo Vetter has designed micro-ecosystems making use
of heat generated by air-conditioning to encourage plant
growth. Vincent Haslam’s “Museum of Nature”, reminiscent of the Victorian Crystal Palace, was designed to
protect elements of nature that could be lost in future.

Prof. von Borries is involved in a project focusing on the
development of Frankfurt am Main’s Green Belt. He is
also a policy consultant to policy-makers on urban development, and he has been commissioned to work on
a master plan for 2030 for the city of Frankfurt’s twentyone-year-old Green Belt.
Frankfurt has a population of 688,249 (2010 figures), and
its Green Belt covers an area of 8,000 hectares. By comparison, Manhattan has 1,585,873 inhabitants, and its
Central Park has an expanse of 340 hectares. While the
Green Belt could help in coping with climate change, city
authorities are particularly concerned over skyscrapers
in the city centre causing a two to three degree Celsius
increase in temperature and seek ways to cope with this.
Prof. von Borries and his team undertook various measures to analyse the area, also by camping in the Green
Belt. They looked at details of the Belt’s inner border and
ways to transform it, working with biologists on achieving higher biodiversity, with meteorologists on how wind
could better enter the city centre and with sociologists on
problem districts. Around 900 citizens were interviewed
and provided ideas and suggestions.
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The team came up with a number of proposals on how to
improve the city. One of them is a “spoke plan” centred on
a decrease of individual mobility and a deconstruction of

streets, e.g. by widening central reservations and turning
them into green pedestrian precincts. Generally, interventions are focused more on social and climate issues.

Discussion
In the discussion, Prof. Kläui took up the issue of energy
spent in transformations, explaining that half the energy
consumed by a building was “grey energy” required to build
it. Prof. Kläui suggested that total CO2 emission during the
transformation of areas might present a problem. According
to Prof. von Borries, many cities are addressing climate
change with mitigation at the market level and adaptation at
the planning level. In the Frankfurt scheme, building does
not play a centre role. Cities are constantly undergoing
change, and this also influences their respective borders.
In urban planning, twenty to thirty year perspectives are
usually considered. For changes to develop over such a
period e.g. with regard to climate, social or biodiversity
aspects, which are not considered in traditional German
building regulations, new concepts need to be worked out
now, which is what the city authorities have commissioned
Prof. von Borries and his team to do.
Meteorologists have also been consulted in the Frankfurt project to find out which buildings would have to be

pulled down to have better air circulation in the city. To
pursue such issues, they seek to set out from models
developed by Prof. von Borries’s team to then calculate
circulation. According to Prof. von Borries, biodiversity scientists that have been consulted concentrate on
protection of the existing contexts, whereas the idea of
the Frankfurt scheme is to come up with new solutions.
Here, a more proactive role among scientists from other
areas could provide additional impetus for the project.
Regarding the role of the green belt in Frankfurt, judging
from the interviews conducted by the team, people appear to have very different concepts of the city they are
living in and of what green areas can contribute.
Reflecting on Sessions 3 and 4, Dr. Klepp noted that
they had shown the need for visions in law, research and
planning.Concepts had to be reconsidered in bigger pictures to see what people really wanted for the future. The
alternative to such an approach would be to simply adapt
to change.

Rising sea levels and the flooding disaster in New Orleans
have prompted notions of structures made of the material used
in diapers that can be used for sunbathing in good conditions
but swell up with water in flooding conditions,
turning into artificial dams.
Prof. Friedrich von Borries
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“Research in Sustainable Meat Production”
Prof. Voster Muchenje, University of Fort Hare, Faculty of Science and Agriculture, Livestock and
Pasture Science Department, South Africa
Livestock and Pasture Research at the University of Fort
Hare focuses on issues such as the effect of feeding or
traditional slaughter on meat quality as well as on wider
topics including sustainable meat production. In 2003,
Fort Hare also launched the Nguni Cattle Project, aimed
at reintroducing the Nguni cattle breed in its traditional
home of the former Ciskei and Transkei, a measure that
benefits poor rural communities there in terms of food
security.
The world population could reach the 7.7 billion mark
over the next few decades, and a 2012 World Bank report estimates that only 48 percent of all people will be
living in rural areas by 2020 (World Bank, 2012). Ensuring food security has become an overriding goal at
international level, but imbalances in food production
prevail, with some areas producing more food than they
consume and others less. Poverty and hunger continue
to be a massive challenge, with people in some regions
surviving on less than one US dollar a day and a daily
caloric intake below 2,500 kcal (Babu and Sanyal, 2009).
Malnutrition and substandard produce are further major
food issues often overlooked.
Limitations in food production include natural disasters,
loss of agricultural land, trade and agricultural policies,
transportation costs, institutional and health aspects.
More generally, emphasis is increasingly being placed

on sustainable agriculture, both in terms of production,
economics, and environment and biodiversity, and with
regard to food safety for the consumer and the utilisation
of food.
Developed countries producing more food include the
USA, the UK, Germany and Argentina. Here, production
outstrips consumption, and agriculture is highly mechanised. Advanced transport systems are available, as well
as incentives for food production. Surpluses are largely
turned into food aid. Major products include beef, pork,
poultry and grain.
In developing countries, including those in Sub-Saharan
Africa, as well as India, Brazil and China, resource-poor
farmers have to cope with droughts and poor harvests.
Furthermore, land often tends to be poor, and there are
disputes over land ownership. Products include chevon,
poultry, sheep, coffee, tobacco, rubber and beans. Overall, production is lower than consumption.
Agricultural sustainability is affected by a wide range
of factors. In the natural environment, global warming,
floods, storms and droughts as well as land degradation
can tip ecosystem balance. These factors affect resource
poor farmers more severely than other groups of the population. Technology and infrastructure, which are often in
bad condition, have a huge impact on agriculture. Road
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and transport systems allow easy access of produce and
market turnover, while technical assistance and inputs
can encourage smallholder farmer participation, improving social and economic aspects of life. Mono-cropping
reduces soil productivity and biodiversity, but improves
staple grain reserves. In this case, diversification will help
improve ecological balance while spreading financial
risks for farmers and enabling more economic activity.
Trade policies can strongly influence agricultural sustainability, too. Measures may be taken to protect local
economies against cheap imports and export of needed goods. For example, South Africa’s poultry imports
cost a fraction of the locally produced broilers affecting viabilityof local enterprises (SAPA., 2010). Cultural
values and personal preferences also play a role, some
examples being Halaal meat and vegetarian or vegan
diet. At global level, low prices are pushing smallholder
farmers out of business. But bans on certain foods can
have impacts, too. For instance, Russia has imposed restrictions on beef imports from Canada, where the feed

additive Ractopamine is used. The recent horse meat
scandal in Europe resulted in heated debates over issues like meat adulteration, mislabelling and meat inspection, but there is less scientific evidence to support
most of the claims.
The current population growth rate requires a more robust production system. Factors contributing to this objective include improved biotechnology, high-yielding
livestock and pest-tolerant crops, but also protection
against cheap, poor-standard imports. In terms of infrastructural development, water reservoirs are needed,
road and rail networks have to be built, and research and
extension services have to be promoted.
In recent years, there has been a shift from conventional
farming, with its high output and cheap produce, but also
threats to the environment, towards organic farming,
high-value produce farming and designer foods farming.
All of these incorporate a low output and expensive produce, but are environmentally friendly.

“Linking Knowledge with Action for Sustainable Development”
Prof. Aldo Stroebel, National Research Foundation, Executive Director, International Relations and
Cooperation, South Africa
In its 2012 Report “Towards a Food Secure Future”, the
United Nations Development Program calls for “a coordinated response across all sectors” to tackle hunger and
starvation in Sub-Saharan Africa. The area’s population
has been growing at an average rate of 2.7 percent over
the past 20 years, is currently estimated at 832 million and
is projected to increase to 1.2 billion by 2015 (UNDP, 2012).
Urban population in Africa has been growing at an average rate of 4.2 percent in the same period. It is estimated
that by 2015, approximately 45 percent of the total population will be living in cities and large towns. This growing
urbanisation will further amplify the growth in demand for
food (UNDP, 2012; AfDB, 2011).
Agriculture is the dominant economic sector in SSA, accounting for 40 percent of GDP and 25 percent of exports. Across the continent, it provides 70 percent of employment. Growth in agriculture, especially with regard to
smallholder farmers, makes a major contribution towards
broad-based poverty reduction and economic growth in
general (Swanepoel et al., 2010; World Bank, 2008).
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Many of the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) is
directly or indirectly linked to agriculture, and it is a direct
source of food for more than 800 million people in developing countries. Sixty percent of the world’s poor are
dependent on livestock (World Bank, 2007; World Bank,
2010, USAID, 2010).
A stronger position of women as owners of livestock can
reduce their vulnerability to HIV/Aids and other diseases.
Keeping livestock also provides the opportunity to earn
higher income, reducing gender inequality (Waters-Bayer and Letty, 2010).
Livestock contributes significantly to food supply and nutrition, and is a major source of food, particularly of highquality protein, minerals, vitamins and micro-nutrients
for the majority of African people. Meat, milk and eggs
provide 20 percent of the protein in African diets. Population growth, urbanisation and increasing income are resulting in a rapid increase in demand for livestock products, especially in developing countries, that is likely to
continue well into the future. This growth in the livestock
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sector presents enormous opportunities and challenges
(Swanepoel et al., 2010; Stroebel et al., 2011).
World-wide, women play a significant role in the production of food, particularly in Africa. They can contribute
uniquely and importantly to development outcomes and
smallholder farmer innovations on the continent (WaterBayer and Letty, 2010). However, they largely lack access to information, technologies and training, and in
Sub-Saharan Africa, they own just one percent of the
land (Rosegrant at al., 2009).
Targets for the future include developing agriculture from a
craft to an industry, addressing globalisation and orienting
food and feed on health and lifestyles. Nutrition policies
have to focus on a food-secure future (UNDP, 2012). But
while knowledge is of crucial importance in these contexts,
science for development remains underinvested and unevenly distributed and is seldom integrated into systems that
support decisions and action (Clark and Holiday, 2006).
Science-based programmes continue to act as though
basic research produces general knowledge that can
then be “piped” into solutions in specific field contexts, a
concept that fails more often than it succeeds. A more accurate model of the relationship between basic research
and problem solving is required. Also, the research and
knowledge diffusion system frequently tends to be too

fragmented, with different “partners” charged with different parts of the knowledge-action chain, whereas sustainability is often a public good, with weak incentives to
complete the chain from basic research to final solutions
(Kristjanson et al., 2009; McNie, 2007).
Nevertheless, there are examples of successful agricultural innovations for food security. In Tanzania, the
Drought Tolerant Maize for Africa project has resulted in
a five-fold increase in production, with field trials being
monitored with farmers (Setimela et al., 2012). Around
173,000 farmers in Kenya, Rwanda, and Uganda have
benefited from the East Africa Dairy Development Programme, achieving a 102 percent increase in milk production (ILRI, 2012). In South Africa, an equity share
scheme run by a winery company has improved income
for small farmers.
Prof. Stroebel maintained that the critical questions to
be addressed are: What are the needs and priorities for
agricultural research in delivering defined development
impacts? What mechanisms and partnerships are required in innovation pathways turning research into development impacts at scale? What are the key blockages, barriers and bottlenecks that prevent research from
benefiting the poor? How best should these be resolved,
and what enabling investments, policies and capacities
are most needed?
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“Legal Relevance of Collaborative Environmental Governance for the Pursuit of
Food Security in South Africa”
Prof. Alida Anél du Plessis, North-West University, Faculty of Law, South Africa
Given challenges such as a burgeoning world population, climate change and globalisation, food security has
taken centre stage in international policy discourse and
various sciences. This is evidenced, inter alia, by the extensive research of the World Health Organisation. National food security indicators suggest that South Africa
will be able to meet its growing population’s food needs,
despite problems with household level food security,
especially in rural areas (South African National Health
and Nutrition Examination Survey 2012). However, it is
critical for the country to be in a position to maintain a
balance between economic, social and environmental
sustainability interests (Du Plessis and Du Plessis 2011).
The Constitution of the Republic of South Africa, 1996
guarantees everyone an enforceable right to a healthy
environment and access to food and water (sections 24
and 27). The state is obliged to take measures to achieve
this right (section 7(2)). Nevertheless, Prof. du Plessis
stressed that food security represents a cross-jurisdictional and cross-sectoral problem transcending not only
national, provincial and local administrative boundaries
but also government departments, e.g. those of agriculture, social and economic development, environmental
affairs and trade and industry. It involves a wide range
of actors, and any misalignments could have a severe
impact on success with food security in South Africa.
Prof. du Plessis explained that protection of food security
met the description of a “wicked problem”, a term originally coined by Horst Rittel and Melvin M. Webber (Rittel and Webber 1973) referring to aspects such as the
lack of any definitive formulation, solutions that are not
true or false but “better or worse”, being symptomatic of
other problems, and being essentially unique. Concern

2
3

regarding food security above all focuses on tension
between the protection of agricultural land and agricultural practice vis-à-vis growing coal mining and the coalbased energy industry, which Prof. du Plessis illustrated
with two large-scale coal-fired power stations that are
being built in South Africa.
Limpopo-Medupi, in the Waterberg area, is set to become
the world’s fourth-largest coal-fired power station, and will
eventually require almost 17 million tons of coal a year –
to be produced by new coal-mining ventures. (see Eskom
Medupi Power Station Project 2). The activities it involves
are highly water-intensive and require high-quality water
to be piped in from other catchments in South Africa to
an area that already has severe water shortage, and its
operation will inevitably result in water pollution. Kusile, an
even larger plant that could rank third on a world scale (see
Eskom Kusile Power Station Project3), will be creating similar problems. Its direct impact on surrounding agricultural
practices and soil quality has already been questioned by
scientific studies (see, for example, Blignaut 2012).
Agriculture, both commercial and small-scale, is the key
to protecting food security in South Africa. The general
trend is towards intensive farming methods requiring
more irrigation. To meet growing food demands, farmers are expected to double water use in years to come
(see, for example, the South African Government’s National Development Plan Vision for 2030: 204-206). This
means that the country is facing a major water deficit, for
no surplus (good quality) water is available. The government’s approval of controversial developments such as
Medupi and Kusile involved a complex and fragmented
system of decision-making, decision-makers and other
stakeholders.

 ttp://www.eskom.co.za/c/359/medupi/
h
http://www.eskom.co.za/c/article/58/kusile-power-station/
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To solve a “wicked problem” like that of food security
versus economic development, Prof. du Plessis suggested a combination of an authoritative strategy vesting
power in a smaller group of decision-makers and a collaborative strategy seeking to maximise inclusiveness
and knowledge sharing in the problem-solving process.
Long-term complex decisions in the face of a cross-cutting yet single objective should overcome intuitive compartmental thinking in terms of the ecology, economy
and society and pursue the shared or common objective through integration and alignment of plans, functions
and resources, and they should recognise and ultimately
avoid decision biases and errors.
South Africa’s recent Draft Infrastructure Development Bill
(published by the Minister of Economic Development on 8
February 2013) aims to “provide for facilitation and coordination of infrastructure development which is of significant
economic or social importance to the Republic …”. Power

can be vested in a smaller group of sector-wide decisionmakers with necessary skills. Procedures are applicable
to ensure roundtable-type decision-making on issues of
strategic importance. And critical issues such as corruption in public decision-making can be addressed. However, the smaller group of decision-makers only comprises
government officials and administrators. Interests of nongovernmental organisations are not represented, and
there is little inclusiveness and no sharing of knowledge.
Prof. du Plessis noted that in terms of dealing with “wicked problems” such as the issue of food security from
a governance perspective, the government has taken
a step in the right direction by recognising the need to
involve key stakeholders. However, she added that scientifically sound research input needed by the decisionmakers ought to be given more significance, and that
young researchers in particular ought to seek getting
their results across to the government level.

“Sustainability Post Harvest: Ecological Consideration of Activities after Food
Harvest”
Prof. John Muyonga, Makerere University, College of Agricultural Sciences and Environmental Sciences,
Uganda
The impact of food production on natural ecologies includes degradation of forests and wetlands; emission of
methane and other gases into the air; release of nutrients
such as ammonia and nitrates as well as antibiotics, hormones, heavy metals, salts and pathogens into the water and of chemical residues into the soil (Deumling et al.
2003). Large amounts of water are also used in agriculture.
Aspects that post-harvest considerations ought to focus
on include minimising material waste and the ecological footprint arising from packaging materials, reducing
the volume of water used, improving effluent quality, and
minimising energy use and emissions. But causes of
post-harvest food losses need to be addressed, too. They
range from poor storage facilities, processing, packaging
and distribution infrastructure to poor production planning,
weak linkages between production and market, premature
harvesting, high quality standards, abundance and consumer attitudes (Food and Agriculture Organisation 2011).

4

Organic solid waste in food processing comprises offcuts in meat and fish, blood, scales, bones, rinds, offals, dung, and milk solids. It is used for compost, animal
feed, bio-energy generation and the production of a variety of biomaterials. Waste above all comes from packaging. Waste levels can be reduced by what are known as
closed loop (zero discharge) or zero-emission systems
(UNIDO) 4. Closed loop systems internally utilise all materials. These require high capital investment to setup.
Zero emission systems entail networking of companies
enabling utilising each others’ waste streams. These
tend to be more economical than closed loop systems.
Packaging helps to protect food materials, preventing
loss. Materials widely used in food packaging include
glass, metal cans, plastics and paper. The environmental impact of package disposal may be reduced through
minimised packaging, using biodegradable packaging
materials and applying recycling and reuse.

w ww.unido.org/.../32129_25PollutionfromFoodProcessing.7.pdf.
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Water is used in the food industry for a wide range of
purposes: for instance as an ingredient, for cleaning raw
materials, in packaging, for machinery, staff hygiene,
transportation, sanitisation of machinery, and chilling
and heating. The United Nations Industrial Development
Organisation (UNIDO) provides estimates for the volume
of water used per ton of food, which are: green beans
45-64, milk 9-18.1, meat 13.6-18.1, and beer 9-14.
Large food processing plants require more than four
million litres of potable water a day. Water used in food
processing can be reduced e.g. by good housekeeping
practices, applying high-pressure cleaning methods,
and minimising spills, leaks and general water waste.
Wastewater discharged from food processing plants may
contain organic matter, soluble solids, nutrients, pathogenic organisms, residual sanitisers and pesticides. Its
quality can be controlled by biological treatment, disinfection or the removal of solid contaminants through e.g.
microfiltration or centrifugation.
Energy is used in food processing e.g. for transportation, cooling, cleaning, processing and packaging. Both
agro-processing firms and households can lower energy consumption by: minimising need through proper
process design and raw material selection, adopting
clean energy sources, utilising organic waste generated
at the plant to produce bio-energy, recycling energy,
checking steam and condensation systems for leaks,
maintaining proper lubrication and servicing and applying proper insulation.

Prof. Muyonga and his colleagues have conducted a valorisation of Nile Perch processing in Uganda. Approximately 400,000 tons of this fish are caught annually in
East Africa (Muyonga 2003). Skins, skeletons, off-cuts
and bellies, which are by-products of filleting, constitute
approximately 50 percent of fish handled. Much of this
material is dumped into landfills. Studies at Makerere
have focused on evaluating Nile perch waste as a source
of gelatine, fish protein concentrate and fish oil.
Gelatine is a biomaterial normally produced from pig
skins, bovine hides and bones. It is used in food processing e.g. for gelling, thickening, binding, clarifying
and emulsification, but also in photography, metallurgy,
pharmaceuticals, adhesives, printing and glazing. Demand for fish gelatine is growing due to the increased
market for kosher and halal foods.
Fish protein concentrate can be used in a variety of recipes in the region. And fish oil offers health benefits ranging from protection from stroke and heart attack, reduction of various cancer diseases and better brain function
to less depression and psychosis. It can relieve painful
conditions and has anti-inflammatory properties. Belly
flaps from Nile perch weighing between 40-80 kg yield
74.1 percent oil on average (Ogwok et al. 2008).
Prof. Muyonga concluded that current post-harvest processes do not adequately address environmental concerns.
He emphasised that many options exist for agro-waste minimisation and improved management of agro-processing
that could contribute to a reduced environmental impact.
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Discussion
In the discussion, Prof. Slippers noted that much agricultural research focused on improving commercial
agriculture. According to Prof. Muchenje, priority ought
to be given to improving commercial production, one of
the reasons being that not everyone has the ability to
become a farmer, while food has to be provided for all.
Prof. McKechnie drew attention to the public becoming more and more aware of the issue of CO2 emissions
from meat production. Ten kilos of primary production is
involved in producing just one kilo of meat. Options could
be to move away from meat or to make meat more environmentally friendly in terms of CO2 emissions. According
to Prof. Muchenje, the contribution of livestock to climate
change is sometimes exaggerated, and the scientific base
is not clear in this respect. Allowing the grass to grow instead could potentially lead to an increase in fires, and
consequently higher CO2 emissions, which might eventually even be greater than those caused by livestock.
Taking up the issue of fragmentation in South Africa’s
government departments, Prof. Kotzé noted that statutory bodies to be created for intergovernmental coop-

erative governance under the National Environmental
Management Act had not been set up in reality, were
not functioning or had been disbanded. In the environmental context, Prof. Kotzé maintained, this raises the
question of fragmentation being abused by the powers
that be to facilitate corruption. An example would be the
Department of Water which, because of a lack of communication, has to approve mining licences without sufficient knowledge of what the Department of Energy or
the Department of Environment are doing.
Dr. Wright inquired whether there was a role for SocioEcological Novelty in agriculture in terms of solving food
security problems. According to Prof. Stroebel, sustainability of food production is directly linked to Socio-Ecological Novelty regarding the environment. Agriculture
has a huge impact on the environment, and the intensification of agriculture is probably the largest component of agricultural pollution world-wide. However, new
technologies and an effective bio-based economy could
go a long way in terms of mitigating potential negative
aspects regarding the environment with a consistent momentum of positive production.

Concern regarding food security in South Africa above
all focuses on tension between the protection of agricultural land
and agricultural practice vis-à-vis growing coal mining
and the coal-based energy industry.
Prof. Alida Anél du Plessis
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“Sustainable Energy Storage: New Materials and Methods”
Prof. Rapela Regina Maphanga, University of Limpopo, Materials Modelling Centre, South Africa
Sustainable provision of energy that meets today’s
needs without compromising the ability of future generations to meet theirs is a key issue in present-day society
world-wide. Energy sources should allow the Earth to
sustain a balanced and healthy ecosystem and human
life. Sustainable energy must value environmental and
ecosystem stewardships.
With robust economic growth and expanding populations, the demand for global energy is projected to grow
by 44 percent between 2005 and 2030, according to the
International Energy Agency (IEA). Energy is one of the
great and critical challenges in the 21st century. A transition from fossil fuels energy generation to sustainable
energy generation is vital since the current energy status
is carbon-intensive and does not value the environment
and sustainability. Such a change demands determined
support for sustainable energy research, development,
demonstration, deployment, education and policy. All
these can help to promote energy security, energy independence, the enhancement of environmental stewardship and the reduction of energy and carbon intensities.
Energy sources include coal, natural gas, petroleum,
propane, uranium, biomass, geothermal, hydropower,

solar and wind. Renewable energy comes from natural resources (sunlight, water, wind, tides, geothermal
heat). Its contribution to world energy production grew
from 14.62 percent in 2005 to 15.39 percent in 2008, according to the IEA. This was accompanied by a slight
increase in overall energy production.
Given global warming, diminishing fossil fuels reserves,
energy security and increasing consumer demand for
portable electronic devices, the importance of energy
storage has grown tremendously. Storage is a crucial
element in the management of energy from renewable
sources. Generally, lead batteries are regarded as a
potential solution, although they cannot withstand high
cycling rates and do not store large amounts of energy in
a small volume. Hence, other types of storage technologies are being developed and implemented.
Energy storage comprises devices or physical media
that store energy to perform useful operation at a later
time. Devices include supercapacitators, flywheel energy accumulators and electrochemical accumulators.
High-temperature heat storage, compressed-air energy
storage, underground compressed-air storage, and flow
battery energy storage are further ways of storing energy.
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Better energy storage systems must be developed for
various applications such as road transport electrification, in which power must be stored on board. Renewable energies require storage assistance to ensure a
continuity of supply and to power the next generation of
Electric Vehicles (EV) and the increasing amount of cellphones, notebooks, camcorders and power tools.
Energy density is the amount of energy stored in a given
system or region of space per unit volume (volumetric
energy density) or unit weight (gravimetric energy density). A comparison of the different battery technologies
in terms of volumetric and gravimetric energy density
shows that lead acid batteries have the poorest ratio,
which improves through nickel-cadmium (Ni-Cd), nickelmetal hydride (Ni-MeH), lithium-ion (Li-ion) and plastic
lithium ion (PLiON) to lithium metal (although the latter

are considered unsafe). The shares of world-wide sales
for Ni–Cd, Ni–MeH and Li-ion portable batteries are 23
percent, 14 percent and 63 percent, respectively.
Technological improvements in Li-ion batteries are driven
by the demand for portable electronic devices in a modern,
mobile society. These batteries are also the technology of
choice for future hybrid electric vehicles, which are central
to the reduction of CO2 emissions arising from transportation. Today, cars can run up to 160 km on a Li-on battery, although improvements now under way could lead to
distancesin excess of 200 km, while lithium-air batteries
may even offer a run of more than 550 km. Nanostructuring
could play a key role in improving electrode material and
conductivity in batteries and in lowering costs as well as
toxicity. Energy must be replenishable within human lifetime and cause no long-term damage to the environment.

“Sustainability: Energy & Materials – Development in the Automotive Industry as
an Example”
Prof. Jörg Müssig, Bremen University of Applied Sciences, Department of Biomimetics, The Biological
Materials Group, Germany
Since Prof. Müssig was unable to attend the Symposium, his presentation was given by Prof. Mathias Kläui of
the Institute of Physics at Johannes Gutenberg University Mainz.

a typical polypropylene (PP) glass fibre-reinforced composite can be replaced by PP natural fibre-reinforced
PP, such as hemp, resulting in a reduction of the global
warming factor in manufacturing by about 50 percent,
and mass is also slightly lowered.

Sustainability encompasses social and environmental
requirements as well as economic criteria. Businesses
also have to take the latter into account. In the automobile industry, some firms are attempting to reduce CO2
emissions of vehicles by up to 30 percent by 2020. But
energy is not only used as fuel to run a car. Manufacturing also requires a considerable amount of energy.
Trends in the automotive industry to reduce carbon dioxide emissions include aerodynamics, low-friction tyres
and optimising combustion engines. However, when it
comes to mass, aeronautical applications for planes are
already far more optimised than automotive components
for cars thanks to the use of lightweight materials and
constructions.

In a life-cycle assessment e.g. of a car, both the energy
used to run it, i.e. the fuel, and that used in making it
(grey energy) are considered. At least two-thirds of the
total energy for a carbon fibre-reinforced plastic fender
for a family car based on an energy audit is used during the usage phase. This illustrates the importance of
lightweight construction. Nevertheless, the material itself and the processing are important steps in a product
life-cycle with regard to energy consumption. A door trim
for an automotive interior component made of a natural
fibre-reinforced epoxy instead of the standard acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS) plastic can reduce energy
consumption in manufacturing by a factor of two.

Changing materials is a major aspect that industry has
now started to address. Biobased materials, a field that
Prof. Müssig is also working on, are being tested by
some companies to reduce CO2 emissions. For example,

Around 3,600 gigajoules of energy can be produced by a
hectare of solar cells per year. About 10 percent is lost in
DC/AC current conversion, leaving roughly 3,200 gigajoules a year. A single hectare can get 2,250 gigajoules
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onto the wheel, yielding a 70 percent efficiency rate for
photovoltaics, which is much better than that of the combustion engine, despite only 6.3 percent of energy coming from the sun being utilised by current solar cells. By
comparison, photosynthesis via plants and biofuel uses
just two percent of solar energy supplying 400 gigajoules
of energy per hectare per year, much of which goes into
biofuel processing. A biodiesel or bio-ethanol engine
only has an efficiency rate of about 35 percent.
In South Africa, power is largely generated by coal-fired
power stations. On this basis, an electrically powered vehicle would have to run between 100,000 and 200,000
kilometres before its efficiency outstrips that of a gasoline-powered vehicle. However, wind or solar energy
would require just a few tens of thousands of kilometres
to achieve this.
In terms of materials used in human history, a traditional
windmill only needs calcium carbonate and iron for its

bearings. But in our electrifying times, a large variety of
substances are required to power cars, cell-phones and
other sophisticated gadgets. While metals such as nickel
and cobalt can be 50 percent recycled, less than one
percent of lithium, a metal that is used in batteries, is
being retrieved. In contrast, a typical gold mine yields an
average of five grams of gold per ton of ore, while recycled PC circuits in urban mining can provide 200 grams
per ton. So a mobile phone contains 50 times more gold
than a comparable amount of gold ore.
Sustainability in the energy & materials sector has to
be seen in the full context of the complete product lifecycle. The automotive industry is an important technology driver, and pursues the major goal of less carbon
dioxide emissions. Further development of sustainability
needs to include a significant dialogue on social requirements, too. In the new age of energy, well-designed technical solutions are needed not only for metal recycling
concepts.
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“Green IT Devices”
Prof. Mathias Kläui, Johannes Gutenberg University Mainz, Institute of Physics, Germany
Prof. Kläui first explained how greenhouse gas (GHG)
emissions are related to climate change. When the Earth
has been warmed by the sun, the ground emits infrared
radiation, which is then reflected by clouds and GHGs,
resulting in a further heating up of the ground. So the
more GHGs build up in the atmosphere, the warmer it
gets. Therefore, reducing GHG emissions helps countering climate change.
There has been a huge increase in emissions of CO2,
nitrous oxides, methane, etc. over the last 100 years.
There are two strategies to cope with this development:
mitigation and adaptation. Concentrating on mitigation,
one can opt for CO2-neutral (or renewable) energy production and also for reducing energy consumption. Significant amounts of energy could also be saved in the
field of information technology (IT).
In 2008, Japan’s Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry predicted IT power consumption to rise by a factor of
ten from 2006 to 2025, reaching 4.6 trillion kWh or about
15 percent of total power consumption. The IT share of
energy consumption would be similar to that of mobility. Memory is a significant energy consumer in devices
like PCs. It is stored in PC components such as the random access memory (RAM) or the hard drive memory.
The RAM memory is volatile, meaning that it disappears
when power is switched off. But when it is switched on,
there are periods in which the computer is simply waiting, e.g. between two clicks on the keyboard. Replacing a volatile memory with a non-volatile one could save
a large amount of energy (for the motherboard e.g. 60
percent when replacing dynamic RAM with non-volatile

memory and another 39 percent if static RAM was replaced by a non-volatile memory).
Considerable progress has been made in storing information since the invention of the magnetic tape (in effect a wire) in 1915. The audiotape came out in the late
1940s, and the first hard disc drives appeared in 1956.
Since the hard drive is a mechanical component, it requires a large amount of energy. And it is slow and sensitive to mechanical shock. However, modern devices
based on other principles offer high storage density, high
reliability, long endurance, speed and non-volatility.
New non-mechanical, non-volatile memories work e.g.
with a magnetic wire. Magnetisation points either up or
down in the wire, with up standing for zero and down for
one. But unlike with the old magnetic tape, it is the information that moves across the readout head without mechanical motion ot the tape – and it can do this at much higher
velocities (hundreds of meters per second) compared to
the mechanical motion of old tape. Installed in a laptop, for
instance, these and other non-volatile devices can save
between 70-90 percent energy in information storage.
Non-volatile memory systems are also used in automobile
engineering, e.g. for steering sensors. And in PCs, other
more energy-efficient technologies are being developed
for displays.
Less than half of the total energy consumed in the USA
is actually made use of; the rest is emitted as heat, as
rejected energy. In the case of a conventional car, 70
percent of fuel consumption is wasted in this manner,
with around 35 percent literally being blown through the
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exhaust pipe as heat. About 150 years ago, French physicist Jean Peltier and Baltic German physicist Thomas
Seebeck discovered that if two metals are connected
electrically and one of them is heated and the other
cooled, a current will flow from one to the other. Known
as a thermoelectric couple, this effect can be put to use
in a so-called Seebeck cell. Fixed to the exhaust pipe,
such a cell can recuperate some of the energy and feed
it back to power the car, reducing energy loss to just 24

percent. The Seebeck effect could also be used to recuperate energy normally lost when computers or other
IT devices heat up, with recycled energy being fed back
into the system.
Prof. Kläui maintained that devices like the new nonvolatile memories or energy-recycling methods such as
those based on the thermoelectric couple principle could
contribute to combating climate change.

Discussion
In the discussion, Prof. McKechnie asked how much
real benefit there was in having electric vehicles if most
of the power to operate them came from coal-fired power
stations, as would be the case in South Africa. According
to Prof. Kläui, even related to such an energy source,
electrically powered vehicles have better CO2 levels than
conventionally powered ones.
Prof. Kassen inquired about moves towards smart electricity grids. For example, while Canada has an enormous
hydropower potential, the issue of storing such energy has
not yet been adequately addressed. According to Prof.
Maphanga, larger accumulators would be one option.
Prof. Kläui explained that two German companies had
entered a scheme with Norway involving energy storage.
Electricity generated by wind or solar power in Germany
is to be transmitted to Norway via a high-voltage dc line.
Power can then be used to pump water up a fjord during
the day. At night, the fjord can be emptied. With the right
transmission scheme, only a few percent of power generated would be lost along the power line from and to Germany.
Prof. Maphanga raised the issue of compromising environmental, social or economic issues in order to switch
to renewable energy. According to Dr. Wright, inequality plays an important role in this context. Some people
have never had energy provision, and may never get energy for their basic needs. Dr. Klepp contrasted South
Africa’s large coal-fired power plants with Germany’s
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new and more distributive approach based on the notion
of decentralising generation. This can be accomplished
e.g. with solar panels. Decentralised energy supply
could even prove easier than using centralised systems,
Dr. Klepp maintained.
Prof. McKechnie questioned whether sacrificing things
to switch to renewables need always be necessary. A
consulting project in Northern Malawi that he was involved in centred on establishing a series of mini-grids
fed by hydroelectric, solar and wind sources to provide
power to a section of the country not on the national grid.
The project fell through because of the donors pulling
out of Malawi. While acknowledging the benefits of local power generation, Prof. Kläui maintained that the
production of solar panels also had to be considered in
terms of its environmental impact.
Referring to Prof. von Borries’s presentation and the
Frankfurt project he gave an account of (please see
page 23), Dr. Wright asked whether there were analogous opportunities for Novel Ecology approaches in the
field of energy, e.g. in comparison to reducing road lanes
in Frankfurt. According to Prof. Kläui, demographic aspects need considering to assess this. The Frankfurt
scheme has to be seen in the context of a shrinking
population in Germany. People are getting older, but will
have to work longer. However, owing to insufficient personal mobility, many of them will have to do so at home.

Summary
Summary of Results

The Socio-Ecological Novelty approach was generally
viewed by the Symposium as being oriented on the human dimension, on the social benefits of developments.
In this context, local participation in the debate on the
future of regions was mentioned as a key requirement
for social resilience. It was held that in natural science
research seekinge.g. to establish basic data structures,
value issues need not always be considered. The anthropocentric perspective was confronted with an ecocentric one in the field of law, where it was maintained
that only the latter perspective could promote more human responsibility towards nature.

It was also pointed out that there is a fundamental difference between the two systems addressed in Socio-Ecological Novelty, ecosystems and social systems. Replacing large numbers of individuals with other individuals in
a social system will change the system itself. This would
not be the case in an ecosystem.

The Symposium also looked at general differences
between ecosystems. For example, ecosystems vary
greatly in terms of biodiversity depending on the region
they are located in. Novel ecosystems may be predominant in some regions, whereas in others, historic ecosystems have largely been retained. Differences between
ecosystems may also relate mainly to the scale of influential factors. To establish such general differences, a
mapping of regions e.g. in the North and the South was
proposed.
Laboratory models are needed to assess changes in
ecosystems. Here, the Symposium stressed a requirement for more different types of models and also for a
greater degree of realism in their concepts. Furthermore,
in applying laboratory models, differences between the
model situation and the real life situation, e.g. in terms of
scale, always had to be borne in mind when assessing
changes in ecosystems.

Four broader contexts were addressed referring to socio-ecological dimensions in the field of health. First,
a wide range of diseases are caused by environmental factors such as air pollution or water contamination.
Second, changes in the environment may bring about
poorer quality in food crops, resulting in a lack of nutrients. Third, the spilling over of regional problems, themselves often caused by environmental factors, can put
pressure on health systems that may impair the quality of
health services. Finally, changes in lifestyles can result
in a greater incidence of non-communicable diseases in
a society. To help address the growing incidence of cardiovascular diseases in South Africa in recent decades,
a survey was proposed along the lines of research carried out in the USA, and it was suggested to have hypertension addressed in routine care. Also with regard to
South Africa, attention was drawn to the danger of AIDS/
HIV pushing the greater incidence of non-communicable
diseases into the background.

Comparing Ecological Novelty with evolutionary biology,
it was held that in the latter, basic principles apply regardless of e.g. new pressures that organisms are exposed
to. In contrast, the guiding theme in Ecological Novelty
is entirely new concepts in which new patterns emerge.
However, in evolutionary biology too, the full context only
appears when the basic principles are confronted with
the given outside factors.

The growing threat of extreme heat events in various
parts of the world was addressed from the angle of resilience and adaptation. More insights into the abilities that
individuals have to cope with heat and the role of water and shade can help support conservation measures
such as tree-planting to provide shade for animals. Incorporating ecosystems in the legal frameworks of societies formed a further aspect of the debate on resilience

Discussing the field of health, the Symposium highlighted the aspect of prevention. The development of new
preventive measures and the identification of predictive
factors were proposed as areas in which a Socio-Ecological Novelty approach could be applied.
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and adaptation, with an ecocentric approach being put
forward to promote responsibility for non-human entities.
In urban planning, a pro-active approach was presented
that generally emphasised a combination of human and
natural environments and the consideration of environmental factors in longer-term urban development. The
Symposium noted that law, planning and research required a broader outlook to take change into account.
The Symposium stressed the effect of agriculture, and
especially intensive agriculture, on the environment. Approaches involving new technologies and a bio-based
economy can help mitigate impacts while simultaneously contributing to food security. Better processing
and warehousing can significantly improve agricultural
output. Agriculture has to become more resilient to the
effects of climate change and disease to achieve food
security. Trade policies also play a substantial role in
making agriculture more sustainable.
In the field of energy, the Symposium focused largely
on renewables and their employment in various fields.
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Storage of energy is important in this respect, and new
technologies such as novel types of batteries and pumpstorage systems are required. Decentralised energy supply can help solve transportation problems and provide
more remote areas not linked to grids with energy. Both
information and transport technology offer options to
save energy at the manufacturing and operational level.
A strong need was emphasised to communicate research insights and results to the public. Furthermore,
critical thinking relating to scientific contexts ought to be
promoted among decision-makers. Depending on the
context they are working in, scientists ought to re-assess
their neutral role, e.g. in addressing human rights.
To put Socio-Ecological Novelty into practice and gain
experience with the concept at research level in South
Africa, the idea was raised to identify a relevant research
topic that would involve an interdisciplinary approach. A
small team of scientists from various disciplines could be
formed who would address the topic applying the SocioEcological Novelty concept.

Panel Discussion
Bridging Two Hemispheres – Policy Advice and Sustainability Research
in Germany and South Africa

The “Bridging Two Hemispheres – Policy Advice and
Sustainability Research in Germany and South Africa”
Panel Discussion was held in the Georges Casalis Hall
at the Französische Friedrichstadtkirche in Berlin on
20 March 2013.
The Panel comprised Dr. Günther Bachmann, Secretary
General, German Council for Sustainable Development
(RNE – first appointed by Germany’s Federal Government
in 2001), Dr. Caradee Wright of the Natural Resources and
the Environment Unit of South Africa’s Council for Scientific
and Industrial Research (CSIR) and Co-Chair of the South
African Young Academy of Science 2011-2013 (SAYAS), Dr.
Silja Klepp of the University of Bremen’s artec – Research
Centre for Sustainability Studies and a member of Die Junge Akademie, and Prof. Bernard Slippers of the Forestry
and Agriculture Biotechnology Institute at the University of
Pretoria, Co-Chair of the Global Young Academy (GYA) and
SAYAS member. The Panel Discussion was moderated by
freelance Science Journalist Dr. Dirk Asendorpf.
In his introductory remarks on sustainability research,
Prof. Slippers contrasted the concept of sustainability
with Ecological Novelty. “Sustainability has been given
attention in many areas, but the term still relates to indefinite resources. It concerns the past, and in reality, it
is outdated,” he said. “We are now faced with novel ecosystems that differ from what occurred in previous times.
The effects are novel, changes are novel, and there is a
future that humans are creating. These are new perspectives that have to be addressed by research and politics.”
With increasingly rapid changes challenging social structures, a simplistic view of sustainability no longer seemed
appropriate, Prof. Slippers maintained. It could not contribute to any progress towards a sustainable future. “The
meeting here in Berlin was an attempt to take a fresh look

at the ecological, political and social drivers, at how to
ensure resilience,” he explained. “But there can be no
blanket rules to apply everywhere. The North is different from the South, and what may work in Frankfurt, in
Germany, with its gradually shrinking population, need
not necessarily fit in with developments in the South.” Interconnected dialogue between science, politics and society had often failed, and had frequently not addressed
local needs. Attempts to focus on what was a new situation would require taking a much closer look.
Relating to developments in the Republic of Kiribati1,
Dr. Klepp demonstrated the role that scientists could
play in this context. Kiribati comprises a multitude of
islands in the Pacific that are threatened by rising sea
levels caused by global warming. “The situation there involves changes in decision-making, norms, values and
power relations and a shift in responsibilities,” Dr. Klepp
explained. “International relations contrast with regional
traditional systems of power. Traditional wisdom faces
Western knowledge. And then, of course there is the
issueof climate justice.” Here, Dr. Klepp sees the role of
the scientist as that of an honest broker.
The scientist as an “honest broker”2
“I think it is also important to engage politically, as a
researcher, but with a human rights perspective,” Dr.
Klepp maintained. Prof. Slippers said that the notion of
the honest broker was inherent in science in general, but
questioned whether it had really been achieved. However, he noted that structures were now in place allowing
for an exchange of knowledge in society.
How does the concept of the “honest broker” fit into
prioritising research funding, with funds often only
being available for certain topics?

 lepp, Silja 2013: Kleine Inselstaaten und die neue Klimabewegung: der Fall Kiribati.
K
In: Dietz, Matthias, Garrelts, Heiko (Hg.): Handbuch der Klimabewegungen. Wiesbaden, 409-424.
2
P
 ielke, R.A. (2007), The Honest Broker: Making Sense of Science in Policy and Politics. (Cambridge, UK and New York: Cambridge University Press).
1
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“There are different ways and means to attract funding,”
Dr. Wright remarked. “But in South Africa, it is difficult to
get funding, for example, for melanoma research, with so
much going into AIDS/HIV research.”
“It would be important to find a mix of funding resources,
and also to find a suitable concept of co-design. Honesty
is required in setting priorities,” Prof. Slippers said. “But
this is not what we are experiencing. Rather, research is
driven top-down by a political agenda instead of by the
scientific community.”
Regarding the role of young scientists in the above context, Dr. Klepp stressed their ability to take up new ideas
and promote new concepts. “But they should also play
a role in science policy,” she said. This was backed by
Dr. Bachmann, who told the Panel that the RNE was
asking German companies for sustainability reports, and
that the companies contacted were now coming up with
meaningful accounts. “Here, young engineers are often
involved,” Dr. Bachmann noted.
Dr. Bachmann stressed that politicians were spending
lots of money on science, with huge amounts flowing into
the science community. He proposed that the notion of
the honest broker be enlarged to that of co-design.
Dr. Bachmann explained that co-design was already
working in applied science, for instance in seeking new
concepts for energy. Efforts to redesign existing energy
structures included enhancing the efficiency of gas turbines. These technologies were now becoming substitutes, delivering energy when needed, i.e. when wind
and solar power was inefficient. Dr. Wright remarked
that co-design could be a concept for South Africa. Establishing a closer relationship between scientists and
politicians would certainly be a big step forward, she
said.
Contrasting the by and large international character
of science and the process of ongoing change taking place in it with politics, are debates being held
internationally, with scientists then facing politics at
home?
“Of course results have to be integrated into basic needs
and into the concept of sustainability,” Dr. Wright said.
“But coming back to one’s home country as a scientist
with new insights does pose problems. And it is very difficult to get things onto the political agenda.” Prof. Slip-
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pers said that SAYAS aimed “to engage with politics. But
co-design is difficult to achieve, also because of differences in the level of education.” Furthermore, he noted
differences in responding to novel ecosystems between
Germany and his home country.
Whereas science is about making the next error and
then learning from it, politicians prefer definite answers. How do scientists transport their “message
of uncertainty”?
“We have to use the word ‘may’ a lot,” said Dr. Wright.
“It’s about presenting many different scenarios with options. People have to decide for themselves.” Prof. Slippers remarked that it was wrong to expect that scientists
would give definite answers. “Co-design can certainly
contribute to a greater understanding,” he said. “But we
must see where the limits are.” “It’s like the glass that is
half full or half empty,” Dr. Bachmann commented. “The
scientist will say: Just take another glass.”
Are politicians actually listening to advice given by
scientists?
Dr. Bachmann first explained that his institution, the
RNE, was involved in research into issues relating to
climate change. “Politicians do take an interest, albeit
to a varying degree,” he said. “Generally, democracies
are increasingly becoming knowledge democracies, demanding the right answer on the spot and in time.”
In order to give their policies a scientific grounding,
is the trend towards politicians taking senior advisors for this purpose (the authoritarian scientist), or
is the bright young researcher more in demand?
“The politician looks for authority based on scientific
standards. But such a role is difficult to achieve for many
young scientists because they are on a career track and
do not have the time needed,” Dr. Bachmann maintained. “Two years ago, the Ethics Committee on Energy
was founded. There was of course the issue of seniority
and authority, and a younger person might have been
lost in this context. But naturally they have to make sure
that younger people get involved, too.”
Prof. Slippers agreed that young scientists often did not
have the time to get involved. New ways had to be found
to give them scope. “It is the role of the Young Academy
to be the voice of young scientists,” Dr. Wright com-
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mented. “This is exactly the area that the Young Academy seeks to operate in.”

Prof. Slippers commented that while the chasm should
not be there, structures were in place that were creating
it.

What are the top priorities for young scientists?
“Science has been influenced by the dichotomy between
nature and enlightenment,” Dr. Klepp commented. “But
we have to be practical. There has to be global and climate justice. If we do not find fair solutions, they will not
be sustainable.” Prof. Slippers stressed the need for
global changes. “Of course practical implications will differ depending on contexts,” he said. “For example, Germany has a lot more novel ecosystems than South Africa,
which is closer to the historically evolved state of nature.”
Questions by the Audience
What progress has been made in AIDS/HIV research?
“Great strides have indeed been taken in this area,”
Dr. Wright explained. “Improvements have been made
in developing anti-retroviral drugs, and we know much
more about mother-child transmission. There has also
been progress in the medication of diseases contracted
by AIDS patients, such as pneumonia.”
How can what might be termed the “fundamental
chasm between science and politics” be changed?
What impact might the RNE have in this context?
Dr. Bachmann noted that German Federal Chancellor
Angela Merkel had invited the RNE to facilitate an international peer review (also involving Valli Moss, former
South African Minister of Environmental Affairs and Minister of Constitutional Development and Chair of World
Wildlife Fund, South Africa) to assess the role of parliament regarding sustainability and Germany’s R&D strategy. With elections due in the autumn, the new government will be confronted with the results.
Dr. Bachmann also mentioned ‘Contemporary Karlowitz’,
a joint event by the RNE and the Bertelsmann Foundation
the month before, and subtitled ‘Young Impulses for German Sustainability Policy’. The word “nachhaltig”, German
for “sustainable”, was coined by Hans Karl von Karlowitz,
who was head of the Royal Mining Office in the Kingdom
of Saxony in the early eighteenth century, amidst concerns
over a possible shortage of timber, and with a view to making woodlands sustainable. The event, also held in Berlin,
focused on the present-day impact of Karlowitz’ ideas.

Does the scientific community really understand
the priorities of government? Can science find a
way of prioritising government? How could science
achieve having politicians prioritise solutions offered by scientists?
“You need to know which policy your research aligns with,”
Dr. Wright said. Dr. Bachmann maintained that scientists
were getting priorities on the political agenda in Germany,
whereas in South Africa, research had to “fit in” to attract
funding. Prof. Slippers said that there was room for improvements in terms of alignment in South Africa.
Dr. Klepp stressed that money was available for fundamental research in Germany. “However, some projects are in close proximity to policy-making,” she said.
“Sometimes you have to be careful not to do too much
adapted research.” Dr. Bachmann suggested a credit
scheme for issues like sustainability and more fluid links
between science and politics.
What age group does the term “young scientists”
actually comprise?
“Even up to the age of 50 years, many scientists are very
dependent on senior professors,” Dr. Klepp explained.
“However, nobody over 40 years of age can join the ‘Junge Akademie’.” Prof. Slippers added that 35 was the
average age of SAYAS members.
What would Germans and South Africans like to take
home from the meeting?
Dr. Wright stressed the concept of co-design. “It has
a great potential to be applied at home,” she said. “We
ought to design a case study to learn from and find colleagues to join in.”
“The two days here have been very enriching,” Dr. Klepp
said. Whereas in the course of the symposium Ecological Novelty had been discussed in a broader context,
bottom-up developments were now needed to put the results and new ideas into practice, Dr. Klepp concluded.
In order to address big challenges, new input ought to be
applied to regional contexts and action had to be taken
on a local level first.
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Young Academies

Die Junge Akademie
Die Junge Akademie was founded in 2000 as a joint project of the Berlin-Brandenburg Academy of Sciences and Humanities and the German National Academy of Sciences Leopoldina. It is the first academy for the new academic generation worldwide. Incorporated into the budget of the Leopoldina since 2011, it receives its support from the Federal
Ministry of Education and Research, as well as from the Federal states of Berlin, Brandenburg, and Saxony-Anhalt.
Its 50 members, young academics from German-speaking countries, are dedicated to interdisciplinary discourse and
are active at the interfaces between academia and society.

The South African Young Academy of Science (SAYAS)
The South African Young Academy of Science (SAYAS) is the voice of young scientists in South Africa. SAYAS aims
to contribute towards solutions to national and global challenges facing society; provide a platform for young scientists to influence policy decisions; contribute towards the development of scientific capacity in South Africa through
mentoring and role-modeling of future scientists; and foster opportunities for interdisciplinary collaborations amongst
young scientists.

The Global Young Academy (GYA)
As the “voice of young scientists around the world”, the GYA aims to empower and mobilise young scientists in their
creative prime to address issues of particular importance to early career scientists and to advance science-society
and science-policy dialogues. The GYA is an international academy that bridges the gap between the developing and
the developed worlds. The GYA was founded in 2010 after discussions amongst top young scientists at the World
Economic Forum “Summer Davos” meetings in 2008 and 2009. Today, it has 155 members from 55 countries on all
continents.
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Senior Academies

The German National Academy of Sciences Leopoldina
The Leopoldina brings together the expertise of some 1,500 distinguished scientists to bear on questions of social
and political relevance, publishing unbiased and timely scientific opinions. The Leopoldina represents the German
scientific community in international committees and pursues the advancement of science for the benefit of humankind and for a better future.

Academy of Science of South Africa (ASSAf)
ASSAf is the official national Academy of Science of South Africa and represents the country in the international
community of science academies. ASSAf was inaugurated in May 1996 by the former President of South Africa and
patron of the Academy, Nelson Mandela. It was formed in response to the need for an academy of science congruent
with the dawn of democracy in South Africa and is an activist in its mission of using science for the benefit of society.
The mandate of the Academy encompasses all fields of scientific enquiry, and it includes the full diversity of South
Africa’s distinguished scientists.
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